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Politics and the Family: Rethinking the India-Pakistan Two-Nations Theory through the Familial Construction of Political Ideas

Abstract

There are few or no scholarly endeavours to explain Pakistan-India partition and their ongoing conflict from an indigenous theoretical lens. A psycho-cultural paradigm has been used in this article to re-examine and reconceptualize the famous two-Nations theory – a political ideology, which manifests Hindu-Muslim discord in the Indian subcontinent by construing both communities as distinct nations based on their inherent ethno-religious and civilizational differences. Considering a very complex process of mass conversion, assimilation, and criss-crossing of caste-system between both groups, this article argues that it is theoretically problematic to differentiate between Hindus and Muslims purely on ethno-religious grounds. Given the significant impact of the institution of family on the lives of the subcontinental people, regardless of their faith – I propose that it can be more explanatory to categorize both groups as competing branches of a joint family, to understand the construction of political ideology of two-Nations Theory in familial terms. This article seeks to clarify the theoretical mechanism through which the emotions associated with family-level ideas can shape peoples’ worldview, informing the way they perceive abstract concepts such as group-conflict and the nation, thus impacting their political thoughts.

Key Words: India-Pakistan, Two-Nations Theory, Conceptual Mapping, Cognitive Modelling, Qaum
Introduction

India and Pakistan have been locked into an open hostility since their inception. They have fought three conventional wars and several armed conflicts. The India-Pakistan conflict is said to be simultaneously over territory, national identity, and power position in the region. Indian obsession is a key factor in determining Pakistan’s foreign and domestic policies, which are always aimed at competing with India at any cost. Both states regularly display their nuclear capability to outpace each other, which is always a question mark for the South Asian/Asian security. Both nations have been unable to forge normal relationships with each other after parting ways in 1947. Despite several mediatory efforts by the international players, both are not ready to settle their territorial conflict over Kashmir, which is a fatal legacy of Partition.

The roots of permanent hostility and wide-ranging passions associated with India-Pakistan relations are traced within two-Nations theory – a political cum theological ideology, which provides India-Pakistan Partition and their post-Partition conflicts with a raison d’être. Simply put, this theory presents the idea that due to inherent religious and ethnic differences, Hindus and Muslims in the Asian Subcontinent were always two distinct nations, who could not coexist peacefully.

There are numerous explanations in respect of two-Nations theory, holding the views that cultural and civilizational differences created an ideological ocean between both groups. While this article does not reject what has been said in previous analyses, it offers a radical alternative view to examine the socio-cognitive nature and components of two-Nations Theory from an indigenous perspective – because, ideologies are unconsciously motivated processes; passionately held and emotionally committed, stemming from peoples’ underlying cognitive

---

assumptions of certain beliefs. This article subscribes to the notion that ideologies are pre-packaged units of interpretation, as opposed to the view that political convictions always reflect independent and biased thinking.

This article seeks to examine the psychological construction of ordinary peoples’ as well as political actors’ perception about the “other” group – which formed the building blocks of two-Nations theory – and finds it deeply rooted in the indigenous institution of “joint-family” for its significance, endurance, and a deep emotional impact on the lives of people in the Indian Subcontinent. This article presents a theoretical framework of how to examine the construction process of goals, motives, emotions, and the cognition of individual actors; because, after all, political ideologies, processes, and institutions are made and executed through human agency.

I, therefore, propose that a firm Muslim group identity that emerged during the last decades of the British rule in India, was primarily the outcome of an interactive process between individual actors’ psychology constructed within the institution of “joint-family” and their contemporary political environment.

An ideal family life serves as a conceptual anchor for peoples’ larger moral belief systems and dictate their political attitudes about how society and the nation should function. So, if people can reason about politics using family experiences then they can also understand their intergroup-conflict ideologies using the dynamics of family conflict. To that end, Hindu-Muslim conflict could be conceptualized and understood in the simpler terms of a family-split as observed in the local institution of “joint-family”. Such a distinctive understanding of the conflict by people was due to numerous commonalities between both groups in the

---

6 George Lakoff and Johnson Mark, Metaphors we live by (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1980).
subcontinent, ranging from their geographic proximity, social practices, frequency of daily-life, identical kinship structures, and kin-labels.

It is problematic to differentiate between Muslims and Hindus strictly on ethnic or religious grounds as there has been a complex ethnic and religious criss-crossing of both groups in the subcontinent. Despite adhering to different faiths, people were not much different from one another in terms of behaviour and practices, owing to a similar cultural gene-pool and a long history of mass conversions from one religion to the other. Due to such distinctiveness of the Asian subcontinent – especially the emotional nature of relations between India and Pakistan – this article builds an indigenous framework to analyse this conflict from a cultural, psychological and historical perspective. A psycho-cultural paradigm as a mode-of-analysis is therefore used to analyse some unexplored aspects contributing to the development of the two-Nations ideology. Typically, a psycho-cultural paradigm involves the analysis of the sociology of politics, the culture of mass psychology, of political psychology, and the political culture.7

This approach puts forward the idea that the behaviour attained by people in certain emotional, usually familial situations are mapped onto structurally analogous political situations.8

Accordingly, this article seeks to examine how the ideas learned by people within the institution of family in the subcontinent, could be mapped onto their political thought processes shaping a certain conflict ideology. On this theoretical account, we can assume both Hindu and Muslim groups as two branches of the United Indian family competing to have the best position in the family through their respective political leaders. This approach enables us to explain macro-level group concepts by comparing them to the micro-level beliefs, values, and world-views developed in a specific cultural milieu.

7 Bakhtawar M. Jain, *Nuclear politics in South Asia: In search of an alternative paradigm* (Jaipur and New Delhi: Rawat Publications, 1994).
Justification for using a Psycho-cultural Mode-of-Analysis

While the existing literature does not disregard the passions and intensity found in India-Pakistan relations, it does not frame them within a proper theoretical structure. Their mutual hostility is usually explained as a logical outcome of bloody incidents of Partition – which does not explain this phenomenon convincingly, as for instance European nations managed to forget their past despite seeing bloodshed of an even higher magnitude. Furthermore, Pakistan despite being a much weaker state, is not ready to accept any international threat like the suspension of military or economic assistance in trading off it with its reduction in military build-up against India. The hostile psychologies of people as well as leadership on both sides is constantly contributing to the problem – the origins of which need to be spelled out apart from reiterating the conventional explanations of two-Nations ideology.

Traditionally, India-Pakistan conflict has been studied by assigning both nations fixed rather diametrically opposite ethno-religious categories i.e. “Hindus” and “Muslims”, which is theoretically problematic, and does not explain this conflict in entirety. The term “ethno-religious”, itself is an amalgam of two different cultural identities; religion and ethnicity. Primarily, there are two distinct ways in which the term “ethnic” has been used by the political scientists. In its narrower sense, “ethnic” means “racial” or “linguistic”. This is the sense in which the term is widely understood in popular discourse. However, in British India, the term “communalism” has been used more often to mention conflicts between Hindus and Muslims based upon religious differences, because of their racial, linguistic, and ethnic similarities.

Therefore, the narrower context of the term “ethnic” is not applicable to differentiate between Punjabi Hindus and Muslims or Bengali Hindus and Muslims.

10 Ibid
But if one insists on examining Pakistan-India or Muslim-Hindu conflicts in ethnic terms, he will have to subscribe to another broader approach of defining ethnic groups in social sciences. All conflicts, Horowitz argues, based upon ascriptive identities – race, language religion, tribe, or caste can be called ethnic. Even the groups differentiated by “nationalities” come under this wider umbrella of ethnicity. Using this wider concept, ethnic conflicts might range from Protestant-Catholic conflict in Northern Ireland, and Hindu-Muslim conflict in both post-partition and pre-partition periods. The black-white conflict in United States and South Africa also comes under its rubric.

However, using this wider criteria of defining ethnicity is also problematic in India-Pakistan case and does not serve the cause of our inquiry: Because, in so doing not only the interstate Pakistan-India conflict and Hindu-Muslim inter-group conflict can be regarded as ethnic, but we will also have to subscribe to Shia-Sunni sectarian conflict in Pakistan and upper caste-lower caste conflict in India as ethnic conflicts.

In fact, there has been a paradox of identity for both Hindus and Muslims in the Indian Subcontinent. They are caught in the web of deciding between different cultural identities; religious, ethnic, caste and sectarian ones being at the top. Religion is often viewed as the number one variable responsible for Pakistan-India partition. However, this fact must not be ignored that despite having different religions, large number of people belonged to the same ethnic groups and castes. For example, Punjabi or Bengali population was divided on religion factor during Partition despite belonging to same ethnic groups. Conversely, these Punjabi/Bengali ethnic groups had their representation in almost all the religions prevailing in the subcontinent. Despite being divided on religions, people had strong ethnic, linguistic and even kinship ties.

11 Donald L. Horowitz, Ethnic groups in conflict (Berkley: University of California Press, 2001), 53.
12 Ibid
Now, finding religion as the only reason for isolating the members of a homogeneous ethnic group can be very interesting and needs to be reconsidered on the grounds that people conceptualize their ethnic group in terms of a family. A simple question that could be asked to explain this phenomenon is that what if a member of a Catholic Irish family embraces Islam? Will he lose his Irish identity? An ethnic group members often call each other brothers and call distantly related groups cousin-brothers; a term with a figurative meaning: the word connotes the condition of being like brothers but not actually brothers. Rare are the cases if people can change their ethnic identity: For example, a Punjabi will remain Punjabi even he is divided between different nation-states or religions – Muslim Punjabi, Hindu Punjabi, Sikh Punjabi, Indian Punjabi, Pakistani Punjabi, British Punjabi, or Canadian Punjabi. Furthermore, there is a strong line of argument that when an ethnic group is divided for some reasons (say religion), its members tend to behave like when someone leaves his family. One could infer that the animosity between Hindu and Muslim communities in India and Pakistan can also be examined by ascribing them the category of “rival kin groups”; as the nations, themselves, are a fully extended form of family.

The institution of family can be beneficial for our inquiry while examining the cognitive components of two-Nations theory by understanding how people conceptualize the ideas of nation, nationalism, national identity, nation-building and state-building in the Indian subcontinent – because, the family (joint-family to be specific) is the most salient, initial, most emotionally powerful, most functional, and the most enduring institution in this region and almost every ideology is shaped within this institution. To that end, the family/lineage identity can be a potential rival to every other group identity – religious, linguistic, and political.

---

13 Ibid., 56.
from their home, people start learning the concepts of authority and governance; and learn to understand the differences between right and wrong.\textsuperscript{17} The family institution is taken as a model while conceiving the ideas about their ethnic group or nation, as Indian people use the familiar building blocks of family and kinship in order to make sense of larger political entities.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, given the larger impact of institution of family on their lives, this article argues that near the Partition, Hindu and Muslim communities conceptualized themselves in terms of warring family branches. Their group identity was not thought upon only in terms of distinct ethnic or religious groups, which informs the conventional bases of two Nations-Theory.

The rationale for using family dynamics to analyse two-Nations Theory also lies in the fact that India-Pakistan Partition and their ongoing conflicts, have always been expressed by ordinary people as well as political leaders in a heavily familistic language carrying indigenous familial labels. For example, Jai Prakash Narayan, an Indian independence activist, argued that Hindu and Muslim are like two brothers fighting for separation and they would live in amity and fraternal harmony once the parental assets are settled after partition.\textsuperscript{19} This also explains the nature of emotions attached to Kashmir conflict that make it’s resolve so difficult, as it is conceptualized by both groups in terms of their ancestral property. Pakistani people imagine Kashmir as their lost \textit{Jaddi Virsa} (ancestral property), and stepping down from your ancestral property’s claim can bring shame to home according to the indigenous cultural values.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{17} Saeed Ahmed Khan, \textit{A Cross-cultural Investigation of Person-centred Therapy in Pakistan and Great Britain} (Bloomington, Indiana: AuthorHouse, 2014).

\textsuperscript{18} Patrick Colm Hogan, \textit{Understanding nationalism: On narrative, cognitive science, and identity}. (The Ohio State University Press, 2009),132-133.


Muslim constitute a “family” and Muslim family members want to live separately.  

Mr. Jinnah was quite optimistic that “division” would improve the relations between two nations. He was also of the opinion that Hindu-Muslim animosity would be pacified after settling the power/resource sharing issues as it usually happens among brothers. Sardar Patel – the first deputy prime minister of India – conceded to the demand of Pakistan in 1947 by saying that: it is better for brothers to live separately in peace than to live together and quarrel all the time. The above are a few of many statements on the part of Partition’s key actors, substantiating my argument to review the familial construction of of two-Nations theory.

Another rationale behind using the family dynamics to reassess the two-Nations theory lies within ethnographic literature confirming that the subcontinental people do treat their neighbours as their kin. A famous saying goes like: “Hamsaya Ma ka jaya” which means “your neighbour is your mother’s son – near neighbours are considered closer than far-relatives. Lyon has also observed in Pakistani culture that people tend to transpose their kin relations to other people in society; and the family remains the starting reference point for them to deal with the entire world – situating the position of other people around them. People use indigenous kin “labels” for their neighbours, which develops an intimate bond among them.

23 Mr. Jinnah often quoted an example from a family in which blood-brothers remained at daggers for dividing their ancestral property. One of the brothers was Jinnah’s client. After the distribution of assets was settled through court, the brothers again developed their cordial relations. This incident has been quoted by Ahmed, Akbar in: Jinnah, Pakistan and Islamic Identity.
26 Ibid., 17.
28 The labels reserved for the blood relations, such as Chacha (father’s brother), Taya (father’s elder brother), Mama (mother’s brother), Beta (son), and Bhatija (nephew) are also used for those living close by (neighbours). The traditional use of such familiar terms developed intimate relations between Hindu and Muslim neighbours.
In pre-partition times, a Muslim would have considered his Hindu neighbour to be closer to him than a Muslim from a more distant place. Thus, a familial “near-ness” had been developed between Hindu and Muslim neighbours impacting deeply on locking them in a familial type of feud when an intergroup conflict broke-out.

**Objectives of the Article**

Clarifying the theoretical mechanism of “Conceptual-Mapping” through which family-level learning and concepts are mapped onto group level thought-processes and political ideologies, is one of the core objectives of this article. In addition to that, by employing discourse analysis, this article re-examines the famous two-Nations Theory to understand the cognitive construction of a distinct Muslim identity in familial terms. The different indigenous terms such as *Batwara* and *Qaum* — popularly used in the political and nationalist discourses of India-Pakistan history — have been re-evaluated in the light of their indigenous contexts. Another objective is to explain how the images of an extended family or a lineage group associated with these terms, could have provided both groups with ready-made templates to situate their own political identity vis-à-vis the 'other'.

**Why A Paradigm Shift? An Engagement with the Existing Literature**

While this article acknowledges the significance of the existing literature explaining the roots of Hindu-Muslim hostility in the pre-partition as well as in post-partition period, the available literature is mostly of a historical or descriptive nature. Dr. Sumit Ganguly has aptly remarked that there is a dearth of scholarly literature capable of analysing this ongoing rivalry from a

---

29 The term *Qaum* is usually translated in English language as the “nation”, which gives readers the meanings of the nation-state. The indigenous usage of this term is of *Biradari or Jati*, which denotes an extension of family groups with common descendant; literally a brotherhood. This term must also not be confused with the local terms such as *Janta or Praja*, which are used to represent the common people “the masses”; the subjects of a state.

30 Hamza A. Alavi, "Kinship in west Punjab villages." *Contributions to Indian Sociology* 6, no. 1 (1972): 1-27. The terms such as *Qaum*, *Biradari and Jati* (Brotherhood) are replaceable, which represent a group of people having common descendant; a sort of large paternal family group.
theoretical foci. There are several viewpoints with their own strengths and drawbacks, explaining this conflict by focusing on different factors.

**The Genesis of Two-Nations Theory**

In tracing the genesis of Hindu-Muslim discord in the Indian Subcontinent, first comes the primordial model presenting the idea that both groups always had distinct identities for having dissimilar religions and cultures. Robinson argues that Indian Muslims were always different from their Hindu counterparts in terms of religion, culture and civilization; therefore, Muslim communities were bound to become a separate nation. A famous historian K.K. Aziz also supports this argument by saying: “the Hindu-Muslim conflict was not merely religious, but it was the clash of two civilizations, of two peoples who had different languages, different literary roots, different ideas of education, different philosophical sources and different concepts of art”. Sayeed has used the metaphor of two parallel but not-mixable rivers for Hindus and Muslims. This view is commonly referred to as “two-Nations Theory”.

While this model has its own strengths, it does not clarify that: if religion was the main factor behind Muslim separatism, then how come almost all the leading religious parties and clerics could oppose the idea of Pakistan? The top Muslim clergy including Maulana Abul Kalam Azad (Congress), Maulana Muhammad Hassan Madni (Jamiat Ulma-e-Hind), and Maulana Maududi (Jamaat-e-Islami) had rejected the idea of Muslim nationalism and equated it to a

---


33 Robinson, *Separatism among Indian Muslims*


35 Sayeed, *The Formative Phase*
“curse”. Similarly, Ata Ullah Shah Bukhari of Majlis-e-Ahrar – another dynamic Muslim religious party in northern India – also opposed the theory that Indian Muslims constituted a different nation. All the first rank Muslim clerics blamed Muslim League leaders to protect the British raj and called the Hindu-Muslim conflict “nothing more than friction between two brothers over the distribution of their father’s property”.

The two-Nations Theory has been further explained from different schools of thought, such as the Instrumentalists interpreting it through socio-economic and political factors. The proponents of this approach say that during the early period of British rule, the Muslims were lagged far behind to Hindus in educational, economic, political, administrative and professional fields. As Muslim elite’s domination over society was threatened, they tried to mobilise their own community behind them through manipulating identity symbols; religious and linguistic.

It is worth mentioning that again, the “instrumental role of religion” is emphasized in dividing both groups – as this approach focuses on identity as a tool used by the individuals, groups or elites for obtaining material benefits. In so doing, this approach points its fingers at the Muslim elite/aristocrats in minority Muslim provinces as an exploiting class, who made use of religion for securing their own political and economic interests – Jinnah’s westernised personality is presented to substantiate this argument, who was to become the first Muslim Governor General of Pakistan. Jalal argues that Jinnah was a political strategist who played the majority Muslim province card originally to secure the best position in a united India; actually

40 Azad, India wins freedom.
he never wished to leave the federation but ended up having to do so.\textsuperscript{42} An objection can be raised against this “elitist” explanation that why were political leaders from minority Muslim provinces so sure that they could control the state affairs in majority Muslim provinces after partition? And were not the Muslim political elite in majority provinces concerned about disruption to their own status?

Jalal’s thesis explaining the reasons behind Jinnah’s advocacy for a separate home-land in contrast to his previous ideals of Indian nationalism, is also viewed from different angles. While this article does not deny the impact of contemporary political and constitutional issues on Jinnah’s stance to change from a staunch nationalist to a communalist, it suggests that Jinnah’s political trajectory can also be viewed by way of an inherent cognitive modelling inside Jinnah, he developed after being denied a wishful status in Congress party. This argument is supported by examining Jinnah’s discursive reproduction of inner thoughts while using the familial metaphors when defending his communalist stance that: “we are glad we are communalists. Instead of waiting at other’s door, if you want to create self-respect and self-reliance, organise yourself.”\textsuperscript{43} Also, his statement that “Muslims have no home and no place to call their own”\textsuperscript{44} unconsciously gives a clue that besides other objective realities; his outward rejection to work with Congress was a result of being rebuffed by the Congress leadership.

Dhulipala categorically rejects Jalal’s argument and says that Pakistan was never created in a vacuum, rather it was purposefully imagined and popularly accepted in minority Muslim provinces as an ideal Islamic state of Medina.\textsuperscript{45} He explains to the extent that contemporary

\textsuperscript{42} Ayesha Jalal, The Sole Spokesman: Jinnah, the Muslim League, and the Demand for Pakistan (Cambridge University Press, 1985).


\textsuperscript{44} Ibid., 294. Jinnah’s address at the Muslim Students’ Conference at Karachi, 11 October 1938.

\textsuperscript{45} Venkat Dhulipala, Creating a new Medina: State Power, Islam, and the Quest for Pakistan in Late Colonial North India (Cambridge University Press, 2015), 501.
Pakistan’s crisis also owes to its inability towards fulfilling those imagined Islamist ideals. Devji also seems to be supporting this argument when he uses the term “Muslim Zion” to describe the sacrifices of millions of people who abandoned their homelands to settle in the promised land of Pakistan.\footnote{Faisal Devji, \textit{Muslim Zion: Pakistan as a Political Idea} (London: C. Hurst, 2013).}

This article does accept that: the ideology of being a distinct group, and the desire for having a separate homeland, had gained enormous public support in the minority Muslim provinces – however, this article doubts the role of religion as the \textit{only} catalyst for widening the gap between both communities that sustained their religious differences for centuries. Dhulipala himself admits that “two Nations-Theory”, itself was divided between pro-Congress and pro-League clergy. It implies that there are certainly some other complexities embedded within the construction of this ideology – a few of which this article has attempted to present by way of theorization that how both communities \textit{perceived} each other in familial terms.

I argue that Jalal’s thesis of an “accidental” creation of Pakistan or a “purposeful” selection of an Islamic state (Dhulipala and Devji theses) \textit{can also} be explained as a Muslim communalism conceptualized upon by the masses in terms of a family fissure – that underwent a political mobilizational process under the leadership of Jinnah, who himself was trying to situate his own position as a new family-head of Muslim family after losing a more or less similar position in the Congress family. Conceived this way, Muslim identity politics was transformed into an irresistible social force. The role of Jinnah can be explained as an articulator of the ideology that had already been constructed in peoples’ minds, especially in the minority Muslim provinces.
There is another Subaltern school of thought blaming the British rulers for fostering and concretizing the communal identities between both sister-communities for their political gain.\textsuperscript{47} Pandey suggests that the Muslims in south Asia were linguistically and culturally so diverse, that they could not identify a water-tight “Muslim” identity for themselves only by shared beliefs or religion.\textsuperscript{48} While fully agreeing to the notion that due to an assimilation process spanning over centuries, both religions are severely fragmented along caste and sectarian lines in the subcontinent, and therefore the identification of these groups with strict ethno-religious markers is difficult – this article suggests that the picture of holding the British as sole responsible for constructing religious antipathies, is also incomplete. This position does not explain convincingly that why such “constructed” religious identity could not bring the same hostility against the British Christians, who were at the helm of power-play; as the identities once constructed can be difficult to be deconstructed. I argue that British Christians could not be absorbed into local population according to the indigenous principles of caste and hierarchy, what Muslims did centuries ago. Therefore, the local people could not put the same amount of intensity into their rivalry against such “outsiders”. Subsequently, the Muslim-League leaders were ready to work under the British masters but did not digest Hindu-Congress rule in 1937. Similarly, the Hindus began to feel contempt against Muslim neighbours for their beef-eating habit, but the same practice by the British outsiders remained acceptable to them. Moreover, how could this supposedly constructed religious identity fade away so quickly after Partition and failed to maintain the unity between Muslim Pakistanis and Muslim Bangladeshis (former East Pakistan) – who separated again in 1971 on supposedly ethno-linguistic grounds.

\textsuperscript{47} A school pioneered by Ranajit Guha. See for a detailed discussion: Ranajit Guha, \textit{An Indian Historiography of India: A Nineteenth Century Agenda and its Implications} (Calcutta, K.P. Bagchi & Co., 1988).

\textsuperscript{48} Gyanendra Pandey, \textit{The Colonial Construction of Communalism in North India} (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1990).
Interestingly, the Hindu India then helped the cause of Muslim Bengalis against their own West Pakistani Muslim brethren.\(^{49}\)

**Literature Explaining Post-Partition Conflict**

Post-Partition conflict between both nation-states is also explained in terms of ideological differences stemming from this two-Nations theory. Stephen Cohen had identified the vitality of an anti-Indian approach for Pakistani policy makers, which constantly urges them to strengthen themselves militarily.\(^{50}\) While asserting Pakistan’s pursuance for Kashmir as a religious mission, Cohen also takes a notice of the paradoxical religious character of Pakistani society by saying that Pakistanis are not in the favour of an orthodox Islamic state. In fact, due to conflict prone nature of India-Pakistan relations, scholars such as Ganguly and Fair hold Pakistan’s revisionist, expansionist and greedy agenda responsible for spreading its territorial and ideological expansionism in the region.\(^{51}\) Ganguly also mentions the presence of firm ideological beliefs that do not let Pakistan to back-off from Kashmir cause. Paul and Siddiqa define Pakistan as a “Garrison” and “Warrior” state, run by a handful military elite for serving their own as well as extra-regional agendas.\(^{52}\) There seems to be an intellectual agreement among many scholars that military regimes in Pakistan pursue their own institutional interests, and therefore regard permanent enmity with India as *raison d’etre* for their existence. However, from Pakistani standpoint, it is the “fear” of Indian hegemonic designs that makes Pakistan to

---


adopt security seeking behaviour. Admittedly, this pro-Pakistani model can partly explain a state’s defensive approach for its survival but does not put forward a plausible explanation for an adventurous and extra-aggressive Pakistani stance against India.

In fact, regardless of civil or military regimes, Pakistan has always pursued policies that must be diametrically opposite to Indian policies. Jaffrelot has used the metaphorical conception of husband-wife relations to describe India-Pakistan troublesome dyad: “The story of a divorce that went wrong.” While analysing Pakistan’s military’s paranoia to fight India to the end, Fair does not focus much on the public mentality that loves Army as the only powerful institution capable of competing and defeating India. Pakistan’s ambitious behaviour against India can also be interpreted as the outcome of an interactive process between mass psychology and the political culture, only to be executed by the political elite. In fact, it is politicians in Pakistan not men-in-uniform, who gain more by anti-Indian rhetoric, and the leaders in both states try to acquire nuclear supremacy only to bolster their own individual popularity. It implies that political elite capitalize upon the popular sentiments already found in each country against the other. This article proposes that the development of such popular urge to compete each other must be examined apart from considering it merely a statist project, which can explain Pakistan’s extra-adventurous attitude against a country ten times bigger than his own.

Nevertheless, Ganguly has pointed out the cognitive and affective biases arising from the ideological differences that drive Pakistan to challenge India even after nuclear deterrence.
This article fully accepts the presence of certain cognitive biases among masses as well as political leaders on both sides, which contribute towards the construction of their emotional national agendas aimed at letting each other down. By using the theoretical framework of conceptual mapping, this article examines how these cognitive biases are constructed through the early socialization in a family setting.

How Ideology and the Nation draw on the “Family”? A Theoretical Framework

An ideology is a set of certain normative beliefs and values; the systems of ideas and ethical ideals which can impact the formation of politico-economic theories and resultantly their action plans.⁵⁹ In political science, the term ideology is synonymous to the term political ideology that refers to a political belief system providing a social movement, institution or class with doctrines, myths, and symbols that how society or nation should work.⁶⁰ However, an ideology is further explained in terms of a worldview—⁶¹ the imagined existence (or idea) of things as it relates to the real conditions of existence.⁶² These normatively imbued ideas or conceptual maps help people navigate the complexity of their political universe including particular representations of power relations.⁶³ One of the core characteristics of an ideology is its power over cognition that influence peoples’ evaluations of the political situations.⁶⁴ Moreover, the main elements of the concept of ideology are the underlying cognitive assumptions of belief, or the total structure of the mind including the conceptual apparatus – therefore, it is

---

unconsciously motivated, passionately held, and emotionally committed.\textsuperscript{65} Therefore, ideologies can be explained as a manifestation of the unconscious motivational processes; pre-packaged units of interpretation, as opposed to the view that political convictions always reflect independent and biased thinking.\textsuperscript{66} One could easily infer from the above discussion that the compositional structure of an ideology is considerably of a socio-cognitive nature – which, in turn, is also reproduced in political discourse.

This article argues that the family-level morals and beliefs are mapped onto group-level political ideas – something which can be explained effectively with the help of cognitive neuroscience research. The idealised family experiences become the source of the construction of peoples’ ethical and political behaviour while conceptualizing their group and nation.\textsuperscript{67} To that end, the institution of family can also shape the construction of peoples’ conflict ideologies, which are then mapped onto their interpersonal, intergroup as well as interstate conflicts. Lakoff explains how people reason about the abstract concepts (say intergroup conflict) in terms of their more concrete knowledge based in day-to-day experience (say family conflict).\textsuperscript{68} Accordingly, people may use the dynamics and metaphors used within more mundane family conflicts to reason about relatively more difficult and abstract intergroup conflict situations.

Apparently, the ideological beliefs seem to stem from an individual’s personality traits and needs, and therefore the utility of purely psychological explanations declines sharply when making comparisons across different societies. Here, culture being a group concept, acts as an

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{67} George Lakoff, \textit{Moral politics: How conservatives and liberals think}. (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1996). George Lakoff is the Richard and Rhoda Goldman Professor of Cognitive Science and Linguistics at the University of Berkeley. He is the founding senior fellow at the Rockridge Institute, which specializes in applying cognitive linguistics to the use of framing in political discourse. Cognitive linguistics is the systemic, scientific approach within the cognitive sciences to the study of how we understand.
  \item \textsuperscript{68} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
intermediary in the relationship between individual perceptual tendencies and a group's political orientation. I propose that sociological and anthropological understandings of the concept of culture-as-worldview – shared belief systems irreducible to their individual adherents that once established become highly resistant to change – could offer a solution to these apparent inconsistencies. Culture affects the mental programming of its adherents and thus determine their collective behaviour. Simply put, human psyche and culture are inseparable and co-construct each other. The affects of culture on collective action and political life are generally indirect, therefore, it is necessary to investigate how culture interacts with, shapes, and is shaped by interests and social institutions. Examining a specific culture and associated emotions within it, can reveal important political strategies key actors adopt. Considering these theoretical findings, this article has probed into the local institution of joint-family for its cultural significance and emotional impact over peoples’ cognition that influence their evaluation of the political situations.

As the earliest learning of living, relationships, conflict, authority and being governed is inside their family, it should not be surprising that how this familial learning informs peoples’ political ideas and behaviours in the wider domains. The dynamics of the family models idealized and practised by the majority population of a group give an insight of how a particular group conceptualizes and reacts to certain political situations. People idealize in terms of their most-loved family models – which are deeply imbedded in their psyche through early socialization – that how their society and nation should work. Different family structures and types are

71 Sheri Berman, "Ideas, Norms, and Culture in Political Analysis (Book Review)." *Comparative Politics* 33, no. 2 (2001): 241-44.
idealized in different parts of the world; joint-family system being the most desirable in the
Indian subcontinent as compared to more nuclear family models of western societies.

As available literature has it, the two-Nations theory manifests that both communities,
especially the Muslims, had conceptualized (consciously) about their own community and
future nation-state as an ideal Islamic state, which would be free of Hindu majoritarian rule.
While I do not reject this assertion in toto, what only I suggest is an additional examination of
the “unconscious” conceptualization of this phenomenon by both communities for
understanding the deep-rooted passions found in their mutual relations. This argument is
backed by the psycho-culturalists such as Lagace that: “Thoughts and feelings occur and are
manifested both consciously and unconsciously”72; and the psychoanalysts such as Herbert
that: “Often-times, people are not consciously aware of some of the most significant
motivations and attitudes that shape their thinking and behaviour”.73 These unconscious factors
can be traced through clues that people give in an indirect way and usually they are in a
symbolic form. A few of these crucial clues or signals have been analysed in this article for
understanding the cognitive components of the conflict ideology imbued in two-Nations
theory.

From the standpoint of this article, the concept of “National Community” needs to be re-
examined in relation to the institution of family. A National community is quite old concept,
and it existed much before it was named so. People used to identify themselves in terms of
family, lineage group, tribes, and clans. With the passage of time, the growth of means of
communication, and growing relations among different groups had generated the concept of
commune of families, tribes or clans – which can be regarded as the beginning of the

72 Robert O. Lagacé, “Psychocultural Analysis, Cultural Theory, and Ethnographic Research.” Behavior science
notes 1, no. 3 (1966): 165-199.
73 Hendin Herbert, Willard Gaylin and Arthur C. Carr, Psychoanalysis and social research: The psychoanalytic
conceptualization of “national community” or “nation” as defined in the modern terms – family remained the unit-cell of this concept.

Anderson has pointed out that we cannot experience the nation directly, therefore, we imagine it in terms of some community which is necessarily imaginary. As nation is an abstract concept, therefore it is thought upon by people in relation to more understandable or concrete concepts. Therefore, the “operational code” behind the conceptualization of a nation can be decoded by exploring into the concrete and daily-based concepts that people usually rely upon to visualize their ideal community. Connor affirms that a national community is envisioned on model of the family and goes so far as to define the nation as “the fully extended family”. He suggests that the nation works its magic through “familial metaphors”. It becomes more evident when we see people around the world conceptualizing their nation-states in terms of familial metaphors: e.g. Mother India, and Mother Russia.

The “type” of family-model cherished and respected by people is important as it impacts deeply on running a nation’s affairs. Such metaphorical understanding of the nation-as-family directly informs our political worldview in a very direct but an unconscious way. The idealized family models produce certain moral systems for running a nation and functionality of the state. The individual actors map these moralities onto the societal/national domain by mentally engaging themselves with the nation-as-family metaphor, which facilitates reasoning about their abstract political world in term of more concrete and daily-based world experiences i.e. family life.

The Mechanism of Conceptual Mapping

Cognitive neuroscience supports the assertion that people conceptualize nation on the same cognitive patterns as they conceptualize other abstract entities through cognitive modelling or

---

76 Ibid., 94.
77 Lakoff, *Moral politics*. 
metaphor, which is called “conceptual metaphor”.\textsuperscript{78} Our basic cognitive strategy is to think for newer and difficult problems in connection with the simpler and previously resolved problems, which remain intact while conceptualizing about “nation”. As discussed by Lakoff and Johnson, metaphors are (unconsciously) used to set up parallels between difficult and easy concepts.\textsuperscript{79} They have problem-solving functionality to solve an ill-understood phenomenon by recalling a better-understood phenomenon. For example, when people say that “don’t waste your time”, they (unconsciously) use the metaphor of money for time, which should not be wasted.

The mechanism of “conceptual-mapping” explains how family-level concepts are mapped onto group-level political stance and clarifies how people can reason about abstract ideas in forms of more concrete, mundane knowledge through “conceptual metaphor”. Many of such conceptual metaphors are automatically acquired based on every-day experiences, primarily at the early stages of life when basic neural patterns are being formed and strengthened in the mind.\textsuperscript{80} The conceptual structures (known as “frames” and “scripts”) are mental structures, we use to understand the difficult situations. No one sees or hears these mental structures but they shape the way we view the world. They are part of what scientists refer to as the “cognitive unconscious” inaccessible to the conscious mind, but at play in our decisions, our actions and the way we process data.\textsuperscript{81} This mental processing helps people understand difficult concepts (abstract ones) in terms of easy concepts (the concrete ones).

The conceptual metaphor itself consists of mapping between elements of a source domain (concrete or daily-based concepts) and elements of a target domain (abstract concepts).\textsuperscript{82} For

\textsuperscript{78} Hogan, \textit{Understanding nationalism}, 124.
\textsuperscript{79} Lakoff and Johnson, \textit{Metaphors we live by}.
\textsuperscript{80} Lakoff and Johnson, \textit{Metaphors We live by}.
\textsuperscript{81} George Lakoff. “Metaphorical Thought in Foreign Policy: Why Strategic Framing Matters To the Global Interdependence Initiative.” 1999.
\textsuperscript{82} Ibid.
example, we use the source domain of money (a concrete one; visible and touchable) to target the concept of time (an abstract one; invisible and untouchable). On the same pattern, the abstract concept of life is usually understood by using the metaphor of journey – life is a journey. Now, as the nation, politics, governance, and group conflict are highly abstract domains of cognition, so the people employ certain conceptual metaphors when reasoning about them. Resultantly, the development of their political attitudes, ideologies, and action-plans is influenced by the conceptual structures and institutions they use.

Interestingly, the conceptual metaphors have always been used to explain international politics, even by the structuralist theorists. For example, when realism talks about survival of the fittest in an international system, it conceptualizes (unconsciously) states as animals. For example, it uses the source domain “animals have survival instinct” to target that ‘states have a survival instinct’. Waltz stated that: “[states] are unitary actors who, at a minimum, seek their own preservation and at, maximum, drive for universal domination”.83

*Theoretical Relevance for India-Pakistan case*

This article argues that the Subcontinental cultural arrangements need to be considered properly while examining the impact of conceptual metaphors over peoples’ political cognition. The selection, generation, and social generalization of such conceptual metaphors are influenced by cultural norms to a great extent. The concept of cognitive modelling cannot be universalized as all the conceptual metaphors cannot have the same cultural legitimacy in this part of the world. For instance, in Indian Subcontinent and many other regions having hot climate, the conceptual connectivity of “affection” is with coolness rather than warmth. Therefore, the mother’s affection is often described as cool shades/shelter; “*Manwaa’n

---

“thandyean chhanwaa’n” which means “mothers provide you with cool shelters”. The metaphor of “warm breeze” might appeal people in the colder regions, but it was never motivating for the Subcontinental people for having long spells of scorching summers. A famous saying used by Punjabi mothers wishing their sons goes like: “Ja Puttar tenu Tati hwa na lgy (go son, god save you from hot breeze). Different animals and birds can have entirely different characteristics attached to them in different regions. For example, an owl is metaphorically used to represent a foolish person in the Subcontinent, whilst it is a symbol of wisdom in many western societies. Similarly, monkey is revered as symbol of power in India, which may not be conceptualized more than a naughty animal in the western countries.

Accordingly, the metaphor of mother-for-nation is widely accepted throughout the Asian Subcontinent, but the nation-as-lover is not appreciated much. While people think of family to imagine a nation, the ideal family structure is also determined by their culture. Therefore, there may be millions of people living in a nuclear family setup in both India and Pakistan, but still the “ideal” family type is a joint-family system, which can be used as a conceptual metaphor while visualizing about nation or state. The study of cultural images stemming from the source concepts help understand the target concepts. So, if people in the subcontinent use the domain-source of joint-family to reason about (or target) their nation and national ideology, then the dynamics, morals, beliefs, images and behaviours associated with the institution of joint-family could help explain that ideology.

Certainly, an All-India Hindu-Muslim conflict was a highly abstract phenomenon for local people, which was automatically (but unconsciously) conceptualized in terms of easier concept such as family-level conflict. A persistent obsession for each other and an enormous amount of emotions involved in this conflict support the idea that the institution of family did inspire the construction of conflicting political ideas of both groups. The ordinary people as well as key political actors mapped the patterns (scripts or frames) of their family conflicts onto their
intergroup conflict, which became even more visible when both groups underwent a split due to host of other material factors; such as fight over control of socio-economic, and political resources. The institution of family is still serving the purpose of source domain (obviously unconsciously as per Lakoff’s assertion) for people on both sides to make sense of their mutual relations.

On the eve of British departure, while many Indian people conceptualized their future nation as one joint family (Gandhi’s and Congress party’s vision), some groups (Jinnah’s Muslim League’s vision) demanded a separate homeland as they had conceptualized themselves in terms of “wronged members of the family”. They had situated themselves in this position after being denied a proper representation in the central power according to their own wishes. In fact, the contest between Muslim League and Indian National Congress revolved around a power-sharing formula within a united Indian setup, as both parties never rejected the scheme of a federal structure for the Indian constitution, which shows a strong desire on their part to remain in a joint-setup. While admitting the significance of the contemporary socio-economic and politico-religious factors in dividing both groups, this article examines the mechanism of how people developed such familial and emotional responses to the situations created due to these material factors.

For our theoretical purpose, it is appropriate to reiterate that people in Indian Subcontinent use fictive kinship for relating themselves with the people of same ethnic backgrounds and treat them as far-cousins. For example, when Punjabi people from different regions and religious backgrounds (Muslim, Sikh, Hindu, or Christian) meet each other, they often exchange the sentence: Tu mera Pujabi Bhra ayn (you are my Punjabi brother). Here, ethnicity and kinship overlap in quite direct and operational way, as Horowitz asserts that the ethnicity always builds...
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84 Katharine Adeney, Federalism and ethnic conflict regulation in India and Pakistan. (Hampshire; New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007), 34.
on the kinship.\textsuperscript{85} Therefore, we can categorize Pakistani-Punjabis as a “split-ethnic group”, who parted ways from his ethnic brothers to join his religious brothers having different ethnicities such as Baloch, Sindhi or Pashtun. Similar was the case with Bengalis, as Muslim Bengalis had to side with Pakistanis by abandoning their Hindu ethnic brothers in the West-Bengal in India. As said, the ethnic groups exhibit the characteristics of a large family, these split-ethnic groups also exhibited the behaviour of divided family branches. The conflictual and cooperative patterns observed in their family settings were also mapped onto their ethnic relations.\textsuperscript{86} Moreover, the cultural (indigenous) images associated with these family patterns provided them with ready-made templates to deal with their conflict.

From a psychoanalytic theoretical perspective, the inability of both nations to escape their past and to establish normal relationships can be explained through Freud’s view of the “family as the unconscious prototype of all human groups”. It is what Erikson refers to when he speaks of “those configurational analogies between family life and national mores”, which seem of utmost relevance while explaining the emotional behaviour of both nations.\textsuperscript{87}

Two-Nations Theory explained in Familial Terms

This article analyses the massively “familistic” language used by both parties while expressing their feelings about Partition, their mutual conflicts, and their distinct identity in relation to each other. Evidently, the language used by common people and the political leaders in both countries is deeply associated to their family dynamics. The language is always directly connected to the unconscious conceptual systems and metaphors.\textsuperscript{88} How we talk matters; one can learn a lot about how people frame situations from how they talk. It is also appropriate to

\textsuperscript{85} Horowitz, \textit{Ethnic groups in conflict}, 61.
\textsuperscript{86} See for a similar debate: Horowitz, \textit{Ethnic groups in conflict}, 59.
\textsuperscript{88} Lakoff, \textit{Metaphorical Thought in Foreign Policy}.
mention here that both Hindi and Urdu languages have, more or less, an identical speaking script. People can easily understand each other’s national language and enjoy T.V dramas and films from an “enemy” country.

This section examines two indigenous terms (or conceptual metaphors) widely used by people on both sides to memorise the history of Partition. These are “Qaum” and “Batwara”. The term Batwara is widely used to epitomize the incident of Pakistan-India partition; a term which is indigenously reserved for the event of assets distribution between blood brothers/cousins at the time of a family-split. Similarly, the term Qaum was/is commonly used to categorize Hindus and Muslims as distinct nations, which was/is originally used to represent Biradari/Jati/lineage group in the subcontinent. I argue that both these terms serve the purpose of conceptual-mapping and cognitive-modeling for both groups, situating their identity in contrast with each other. One could also infer that the images associated with these indigenous terms guided both groups conceptualize each other in terms of opposing family branches; and to develop a certain political ideology on the pattern of their family-conflict dynamics – the dynamics that require to compete and defeat the other branch of family at any cost.

Reconceptualizing Nation or “Qaum” as Biradari (Jati)

Two-Nations theory is generally attributed to famous Muslim ideologues such as Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Muhammad Iqbal, and Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The term two-Nations theory is a literal translation from an Urdu term “Do-Qaumi Nazria”, where the word Qaum stands for the nation.89 Here, the term ‘Qaum’ needs to be re-explained as it serves more than one context. The original connotation of the term “Qaum” attracts our attention to postulate that both groups

89 Here “Do” means two; “Qaumi” means national; and “Nazria” means theory. However, the word “Qaum” has double meanings. The indigenous meaning is of Biradari or Jati (an extension of families, lineage group; brotherhood). It is argued therefore, that Do-Qaumi Nazria could also be conceptualized as “two Biradari theory”, apart from the rigorous sense of two modern nation-states.
had conceptualized their future nations according to the indigenous meanings attached to the term *Qaum*, which are of an extended family, a *Biradari*.

For centuries, the basic usage of the word *Qaum* has been to represent *Biradari (Jati)* in the Indian Subcontinent. The terms *Qaum, Biradari and Jati* are interchangeable, which can be translated as “brotherhood” – a group of people with common descendant; a sort of large paternal family group.\(^90\) Sadly, there is no other appropriate word in Urdu language to translate the English word “nation” other than *Qaum*. For that reason, the term *Qaum* was mainly understood by translating it as the “nation” and the traditional context of this term (of *Biradari* or patrilineage group) has been grossly over-looked; otherwise it could provide the academics with an alternative view to interpret two-Nations theory on account of its indigenous conceptualization by people in terms of their most dominant social institutions.

Sir Syed Ahmad Khan is said to coin the term *Qaum* used in *Do-Qaumi Nazria* (two-Nations theory) to describe Muslims as a distinct nation in the strict sense of a modern nation-state. He is widely believed as a champion of two-Nations theory in the late nineteenth century by famously indicating at the numerical supremacy of Hindus in a joint future of Hindu-Muslim communities. He said: “it would be like a game of dice in which one man had four dice and the other only one”.\(^91\) It was his response to a Congress’ president Badruddin Tayabji’s letter. Interestingly, Tayabji was also a Muslim who requested Syed Ahmad Khan to support Congress’ cause. However, a discourse analysis of Syed’s speeches reveals that he actually conceptualized *Qaum* according to its indigenous meanings explained above i.e. *Biradari*. He neither conceived this concept in the rigorous sense of a modern nation-state, nor did he use the word *Qaum* to claim a non-Indian Muslim identity and demanding a separate state.

---


\(^91\) Peter Hardy, *The Muslims of British India* (Syndics of the Cambridge Univ Press, 1972), 129-30.
In fact, these modern western concepts of the nation, nationalism, state, and communalism were quite unfamiliar in the Indian Subcontinent up till the late nineteenth century – and ideally these foreign concepts were to be digested by local people after situating them along with their indigenous and mundane concepts. Devji and Lelyveld support this argument by saying that Syed Ahmad Khan was against the country wide Muslim organizations and he never mentioned Muslim solidarity across borders, and even disapproved of Muslim Ottoman Caliphate’s claim for being commander of the faithful throughout the world.\(^{92}\) In his famous speech made in 1883, Syed categorically and metaphorically said that India is a “home” to the Muslims as it is for the Hindus:

“Just as the high caste Hindus came and settled down in this land once, forgot where their earlier home was and considered India to be their own country, the Muslims also did exactly the same thing – they also left their climes hundreds of years ago and they also regard this land of India as their very own”.\(^{93}\)

On 27 January 1884, while addressing to a reception in his honour, Sir Syed spoke to the people of Gurdaspur and presented the idea of a secular Hindustani nationalism while opposing the territorial nationalism in the following words:

\[\text{92}\text{ Devji, Muslim Zion, 54 and David Lelyveld, Aligarh's First Generation. Muslim Solidarity in British India (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1978), 21.}\]

cremated grounds of this country. The Mussalman or Christian who live in this country comprise one qaum (nation) in this respect.\textsuperscript{94}

He refused to accept the idea that different religious communities in India belong to different Qaums and referred to all the religious groups as one broader family-group; the Qaum.

On 2\textsuperscript{nd} February 1884 in Lahore, Sir Syed had a meeting with a Hindu delegation led by Lala Singh Lal, which also included secretary Hindu Sabha Lala Ram Krishan and secretary Arya-Samaj Lala Jeevan Das. Sir Syed thanked the delegation and said:

‘The word “Hindu” which you use is not correct according to my opinion because it is not the name of any religion. Every person living in Hindustan can claim to be a Hindu. I am extremely sorry that you do not consider me as a “Hindu” despite the fact that I live in Hindustan. You must know that how important it is for the progress of Hindustan that Religiously Hindus and Muslims should work together. Sahibo! (Respected people)! The time is gone when people could be considered separate nations on the basis of religion only’.\textsuperscript{95}

Here, Syed Ahmad Khan had opposed the notion of a territorial nation-state based upon difference of religions. He even said that every-one who lives in the Indian territory was a “Hindu” regardless of his personal religious faith. He defined “Hindu” as a person living in Hindustan (the India).

One could surmise that the tracing of their racial roots to a wider Muslim world could partly be a source of prestige for the Muslims, but the source-domain to conceptualize themselves as a different nation (or Qaum) was deeply imbedded in its indigenous sense of a lineage group. Syed Ahmad did not present Muslims and Hindus as two distinct nations but as two communities destined to work together to build “one” Indian nation. It explains that the ethno-

\textsuperscript{94} Syed Iqbal Ali,\textit{ Sir Syed ka Safarnama Punjab} (Lahore: Majlis-e-Taraqi-Adab), 132.

\textsuperscript{95} Ibid., 200.
religious ideology/nationalism, usually booked in his name, did not bear even the minute traces of separatism other than in the electoral sense.\textsuperscript{96} In his 1883 speech, he stressed again:

“… my Hindu brethren and Muslim co-religionists breathe the same air, drink the water of the sacred Ganga and the Jamuna, eat the products of the earth which God has given to this country, live and die together (…) I say with conviction that if we were to disregard for a moment our conception of Godhead, then in all matters of everyday life the Hindus and Muslims really belong to one nation (Qaum)\textsuperscript{97} …. I have always said that our land of India is like a newly wedded bride whose two beautiful and luminous eyes are the Hindus and the Musalmans; if the two exist in mutual concord the bride will remain for ever resplendent and becoming, while if they make up their mind to see in different directions the bride is bound to become squinted and even partially blind.\textsuperscript{98}

Here, Syed Ahmad Khan used the bride-as-nation metaphor to conceptualize the future Indian nation to whom both Hindus and Muslims were equally important and responsible for maintaining her beauty and charm. Furthermore, in the following speech, he explained how both communities had produced a mixed culture and language after living together for centuries, which was no less than blood relations. Again, the language used by him is densely familistic. He pointed out that even the Urdu language associated only with Muslims, was born in India.

A year later in 1884, he declared that: “Do not forget that Hindus and Muslim are words of religious significance otherwise Hindus, Musalmans and Christians who live in this country form one nation (qaum) regardless of their faith.\textsuperscript{99} He also said that Hindus and Muslim mingled their blood and gave rise to a new culture made of both: “the blood of both have changed, the colour of both have become similar (…) we mixed with each other so much that we produced a new language – Urdu, which was neither our language, nor theirs”.\textsuperscript{100}

It can be ascertained that the two-Nations ideology put forward by one of the top political/nationalist ideologues such as Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, had conceptualized the future

\textsuperscript{96} Jaffrelot, \textit{The Pakistan Paradox}, 48.
\textsuperscript{97} Shan Muhammad, ed., \textit{Writings and Speeches of Syed Ahmad Khan}, (Bombay, Nachiketa Publications, 1972), 160.
\textsuperscript{99} Muhammad, \textit{Writings and Speeches of Syed Ahmad Khan}, 266.
\textsuperscript{100} Ibid., 160.
position of Muslim community in terms of a separate family branch within a wider Indian family-domain: A Muslim Biradari to live side by side with Hindu Biradari in a grand Hindustani Biradari. Even to date, the term “Qaum” is used to identify peoples’ Biradari in Pakistan. In official records, for example, a Pakistani national is registered as Mr. X [Religion: Islam/Christianity/Hindu or Sikh; Qaum: Rajput/Jat or Arayeen (one’s lineage or Biradari)].

The term Qaum is also replaceable with one’s Jati in India.101

Significance of the term “Batwara”

An overwhelming number of people across much of the Indian Subcontinent remember the event of partition as Vibhajan or Batwara rather than freedom (Azadi).102 They do not assume the tragic incident of partition just as creation of two nation-states, but the meanings and feelings they attach to this tragedy can be imagined by a single word i.e. ‘Batwara’. Batwara is an indigenous term used across the borders to describe the event of “parting ways” between blood brothers or cousins after the distribution of their ancestral property – that usually creates bad blood among kin relations and engage them in a sort of an intimate rivalry full of emotions, resentment, repentance and competition of prestige.103 Surprisingly, people still use the metaphor of Batwara (consciously or unconsciously) to conceptualize India-Pakistan partition as if it were a divide between fraternal family members. The term Vibhajan also carries the similar meanings i.e. fragmentation or segmentation of a kinship or lineage group.

101 The Indian term Jati has its equivalent in Urdu language as Biradari and Zat. The terms Zat and Biradari are more common in Pakistani setting. Usually, in Hindi language, the sound of Urdu words with Zzzz are replaced by Jjjj; so, the terms Zat and Jat or Jati are just a matter of pronunciation. By saying Jati, I do not mean caste-system or Varna (literally, ‘colour’) in Hinduism; the four sweeping social/traditional categories i.e. Brahmin, Ksatriya, Vaisyam, and Sudra. The institution of Biradari or Jati is second only to the extended family, as a pervasive social dimensions of identity, a group of families with a common descendant.


103 Kadir, “Perceiving the enemy differently.”
Arguably, an academic investigation remains incomplete if it translates local terms in other languages without considering their contextual sense – as the meanings and the fantasies people attach to different words in different cultures can be crucial while examining them in the political discourse. On that account, the literal translation of the term “Batwara” as “partition of British India” into two nation-states cannot give outsiders the exact intensity and the familial character this term carries. The indigenous images of harmonious family, painful split, asset distribution and emotional rivalry, attached to the term Batwara can open new vistas for understanding India-Pakistan relations in terms of a “parting of ways” between two family branches. The use of this term explains how emotionally people on both sides are concerned about Partition and their post-Partition relations. The metaphorical understanding of Partition as Batwara, still produces familistic images into peoples’ minds and informs their future political trajectory against each other.

The Implications of Conceptualizing Nation as Family

In inter-national relations, nation-as-family metaphor is always conceptualized while dealing with other nations. For its emotional impact and inferential effects, the source domain of family is almost certainly the most powerful for modelling the nation.\(^\text{104}\) The nation-as-family metaphor acts as a cognitive bridge connecting individual’s family-level intimate experiences of membership and authority to abstract national-level politics.\(^\text{105}\) This metaphor is utilized around the world in different languages; commonly used by politicians and plays an important role during political cognition.\(^\text{106}\) Hence, the citizenship is commonly construed in terms of family membership e.g. a member of Pakistani, Indian or American family.\(^\text{107}\) The citizens are also referred to as family children e.g. the term *Qaum ke sapoot* is used in Pakistan which

\(^{104}\) Hogan, *Understanding the Nationalism*, 154

\(^{105}\) Lakoff, *Moral politics*.


\(^{107}\) See Lieven, *A Hard Country* for a detailed discussion. The author argues how Pakistani people conceptualize their nation-state in terms of a large Biradari (lineage group) and situate it within other nation-states by perceiving them as the other Biradaris in the world.
means “sons of the nation”. Also, the state-land is conceptualized as a home: the German “Vaterland” (literally: father land), Russian “Mat Rossiya” (literally: mother Russia), and Indian “Bharat Mata” (literally mother India) are a few of many examples.

On the same pattern, political leaders all over the world are also treated in terms of head of the national family – the concept of founding fathers is also derived from the institution of family. So, the leaders are bestowed upon the indigenous labels reserved for senior family members, such as elder brother/sister or father/mother. German chancellor Angela Merkel is called “Mutti Merkel” (literally: mom Markel). Recently, Donald Trump has been dubbed as “Big daddy Trump”. Similarly, Mr. Gandhi was literally called Bapu (the father), while Jawaharlal Nehru was named as Chacha Nehru. Nehru was given the kin-label of “Chacha” for being younger to Gandhi, which literally means “Father’s younger brother”. It explains how deeply the familial terms are rooted in the Subcontinental politics.

The metaphor of family is recalled to memory especially when a national level group undergoes a fissure, as it was in the case of Hindu-Muslim conflict – an argument supported by the usage of densely familistic language by the mainstream leaders. The majority party led by Gandhi made use of familial terms such as “brothers” and “united-family” to keep the integrity of Indian union intact, and to avoid partition. India has always been analogized as a mother (Bharat Mata). A famous Indian writer, poet and journalist Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay personified India as mother Goddess and this metaphor inspired millions in the Asian Subcontinent during colonial period. He writes:

“The mother that used to be, that is now, and that will be. Worship mother India, for we are all, offspring of one mother…brothers all”.110

108 Retrieved at: https://www.opendemocracy.net/esther-rapoport/trump-as-unastrated-primal-father
110 Abhijit Chowdhury, “Internalising the Concept of National Movement in India: Some Problems of Cognition” (with a reference to Tagore-Gandhi Debate), cited in Hogan, understanding the nationalism, 159.
I argue that although the metaphors such as mother-India and brothers-from-same-mother (for Muslims) used by the Congress leaders, can be justified as their sincere efforts to dilute the Muslim separatist tendency, this metaphorical conception of mother-child relations impacted upon the development of a deeply wounded psyche of neglected children among the Muslims. The Muslims, by using the same familial lens, had developed a feel that the Hindus had self-proclaimed the status of the eldest children of mother India just because of their numerical majority. It provides us with an alternative view of understanding how the Muslims adopted an entirely different political path and developed so intense a competitive urge against their Hindu siblings (metaphorically speaking). One could also construe that such minority groups tend to leave the home-state (home) and may start a sibling rivalry after acquiring a new state (new home).

Sadly, conceptualizing your group or nation in terms of intimate familial relations can also bring incalculable violence when such groups part ways. This partly explains the acts of brutality committed by Hindu-Muslim communities at the time of Partition, because both were conceptualizing their own future nation in terms of “mother”. Such a conceptualization brought terrible misfortunes in a region where mothers are worshipped as goddesses, and violence can be legitimized and even glorified in the name of defending one’s mother. 111 In fact, the separation of north western parts into another state of Pakistan was regarded by many Indians as amputation of their mother’s limbs. Mr. Gandhi’s oft-used metaphor for Partition “slicing of a baby into two halves” is also contextual as Gandhi considered both communities as his children. However, the Muslims had begun to feel that Gandhi had softer corner for his real sons (the Hindus), and started conceptualizing him as a step-father. 112

Two-Nations Ideology after Partition: Nations-as-Cousins Conceptualization

Viewing through the familial prism created in this article, the pre-partition Hindu-Muslim conflict can be viewed as a wrestling between both communities to win over the Indian family-headship and resources after the British departure. However, as per local family dynamics, peoples’ inability to live peacefully as one unit leads to a separation between family branches. After split, these branches usually develop grievances against the other for being wronged in terms of distribution of assets. Similarly, Pakistanis conceptualize themselves in terms of Jinnah’s sons, who was wronged by Gandhi and Nehru. On the same conceptualizing pattern, the Indians regard Gandhi and Nehru as father-figures and believe that Jinnah is the villain responsible for the partition of Indian family. Such a metaphorical conceptualization makes both nations fictive cousins and engage them in a revenge-seeking competition to right the wrong done to their respective fathers. On that account, the Kashmir Conflict has acquired the status of an ancestral property dispute between both nations – never to be given up by either party as per indigenous norms associated with inheritance disputes.

When there is a family split, the integrity or oneness of family shatters and parting family members strive hard to get their own identity; an identity that must be different from the previous one. Similarly, the separatist groups always try to establish their own “distinct” identity, an identity that could not associate them with the groups they sought partition from. Therefore, such groups always focus on the minute differences that could prove them entirely different from the other groups.¹¹³ On the similar pattern, certain Muslim groups behaved in the same manner when they felt that they were being made to leave the united Indian family.

Resultantly, the “religion” factor came to surface with much intensity between both groups as it was among a very few dissimilar elements between them. Moreover, after Partition, Pakistanis tried to adopt every possible identity that could prove them different from their past-identity as an Indian.

The conceptual framework of family-rivalry allows us to analyse the behaviour of both states in terms of a prestige-competition between two individuals or persons. It would not be out of context to mention here that “Nation as a person” is also a very popular metaphor in international relations.\textsuperscript{114} Thereupon, India conceptualizes itself as a BIG brother in the region—a stance strengthened by his massive numerical, economic, and military strength. However, such an Indian claim is persistently challenged by Pakistan as he also conceptualizes himself in familial terms—a younger brother who was robbed of his wishful right in the united Indian family. The rejection of such an Indian claim also owes to Pakistani resentment over Indian inability to fulfil the indigenous responsibilities associated with the character of a big brother; such as an extension of care, sacrifice, and nurturance to younger ones. On the other hand, India perceives Pakistan as a disobedient younger sibling who brought bad name to the family by disintegrating its unity.

By means of similar theoretical considerations found in this article, the Punjab province in Pakistan can also be examined in terms of a self-proclaimed big brother representing Pakistani family—a status earned due to its numeric superiority, and overwhelming presence in Pakistani parliament and military. Now, as per indigenous responsibilities associated with the role of an eldest son, Punjab-Pakistan believes it as his duty to settle scores with India on the behalf of

\textsuperscript{114} Lakoff, \textit{Metaphorical Thought in Foreign Policy}. 
entire Pakistani family. Interestingly, it is akin to the leading role once claimed by Hindu majority in the British India.

Conclusion

This article does not claim that a psycho-cultural paradigm is the only mode capable of analysing two-Nation theory in its entirety. However, given the specific socio-psychological and cultural milieu of the Asian subcontinent, this approach presents an alternative and original account of how to examine the emotional components of this political ideology causing an unending rivalry between both nations. Furthermore, such a paradigm shift not only contributes to the historiography of the Indian Subcontinent, but it can also break new theoretical grounds for further investigation in the fields of conflict studies and emotions in International Relations – by inquiring into how the political and conflict ideologies can be influenced by the most basic, and the most emotional institution in a specific society. The dominant family models may produce certain moral systems, which can directly inform individual actors’ worldview; effecting their political choices.

The criss-crossing of kinship groups in the Indian subcontinent bind Hindus and Muslims in a large network of extended families. One can easily find Muslims who trace their lineages with Lord Rama, and there are many common castes within both communities. Moreover, people in the Indian subcontinent tend to establish family relations with their neighbours by using kin labels. They even use the metaphor of Sanjhi Kndh (common wall) to express their intimate bonds with their neighbours. Even the leaders representing the hard-line Hindu organizations such as Hindu Mahasabha, used the metaphor of “common wall” to recall the history of unity.

115 This argument is endorsed by Lieven, Pakistan; a hard country, from a different perspective. He argues that Punjabis consider themselves superior to other groups in Pakistan, thus self-assumed the status of the guardian of the state. They think of themselves in terms of a competitor to Indian state itself.
between both communities.\textsuperscript{116} The intimate bonds so developed through the nearness of daily life had also tied different religious communities of British India into a fictive kinship structure before they underwent partition in 1947.

One can easily find overlapping between Hindu-Muslim relations to that of family relations in the subcontinent. It is not to assert that both groups always lived peacefully without having any religious clashes. In fact, even after centuries of the assimilation of Muslims into Indian territory and conversion of local Hindus to Islam, the factors of “original inhabitants” and “prior occupation of territory” kept on playing their roles in constructing their mutual relations. But, it is also true that the phenomenon of prior occupation, itself, stems from the ranks of families,\textsuperscript{117} So, their inter-communal relations were always a mere reflection of the hostility expressed in the interfamilial relations in the Indian Subcontinent.

This article has reconceptualized the two-Nations theory – a theory that has conventionally explained Hindu-Muslim split and their ongoing conflicts by considering them as two distinct nations purely on their ethno-religious and civilizational divergence. This article has rather focused on the socio-cognitive components of this political cum conflict ideology for impacting the construction, articulation, transmission, and mobilizational process of this ideology. Therefore, using the theoretical mechanism of conceptual-mapping that explains how people make sense of difficult political situations in terms of easier and mundane ideas, this article finds that the indigenous institution of joint-family influences peoples’ political choices in conflict situations. The perceptions, concepts, and beliefs learned inside this most emotionally powerful institution, are mapped onto the way the local people conceptualize their self, group, national and international identities. Hence, the political ideology so developed during Hindu-

\textsuperscript{116} Madan Mohan Malaviya’s speech at Uttar Pardesh’s Hindu Sabha Conference, 18 April 1936, Cited in Misra, A Narrative of Communal Politics, 294.

Muslim conflict, engaged disputants in a unending rivalry full of emotions. The findings of the article not only help us to understand the emotionally charged atmosphere between both nations, apart from the tragic incidents of mass murders at the time of Partition—it also explains that conceptualizing the future nations in terms of familial metaphors, was one of the reasons behind such a ruthless violence.

This article also concludes that the majoritarian status was not the only reason behind Hindu community’s desire to control the future setup of united India, but such claims over the ownership of India were based on for having been there first; for being more indigenous than their Muslim counterparts—as explained by Erikson, such conceptual mapping is derived from the rivalry between older and younger siblings.118 Therefore, near the British departure, the Hindus, the original inhabitants or prior occupants; the older siblings—claimed their natural right of power (family-headship) for being Dharti Ma ke sapoot (sons of the soil). The Muslims were referred to as Lutery (the invaders) by ignoring the fact that mostly Muslims were also the original inhabitants of the soil. Thus, the Muslims’ demands for an equal status at par with their senior Hindu siblings, were met with refusal for being the immigrants and the younger siblings. Whenever prior ownership is contested by a claim to equality, the contradiction is not easily reconciled either in systems of child rearing or in political systems.119 Therefore, the emotional characteristics associated with the local family conflicts also surfaced and reflected in the political discourse.

Now, Pakistan presumes himself as a wronged brother/cousin of India; a victim nation. As per Pakistani conceptualization, India is the villain state who wronged Pakistan at the time of partition and occupied Kashmir by trick. The triangle of Nehru, Mountbatten, and his wife

118 Erikson, *Childhood and Society*, 412.
119 Ibid
Edwina is oftentimes quoted to sensationalize the story. Accordingly therefore, Pakistan must act heroically to take its ancestral land back from India. It will settle scores with India and bring psychological and moral victory to Pakistanis. However, from an Indian perspective, India should be respected as a big brother by all the south Asian states including Pakistan. Indians conceptualize Pakistan as a mischievous child in the subcontinental family who first caused breech in family unity and who is now disturbing the regional peace, and should be punished accordingly.

120 See Akbar, Jinnah, Pakistan and Islamic Identity.
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Reviewer #1:

The argument that the paper seems to be making is that the conceptualisation of the ‘Two Nation Theory’ ought to be read from what the author terms an ‘indigenous’ perspective, that is based on the interpretation of political ideology being understood in familial terms. To state at the outset, this reviewer has often been sceptical about the rewards of the approach and methodology in general. That said, however, the author’s assertion that the simple dynamics of inter-state rivalries are inadequate to explain the wide-ranging passions associated with the India Pakistan relationship is not incorrect. Neither is the reviewer necessarily unwilling to concede that the explanation for this in terms of a deep seated perception about betrayal by a family member should be a better lens with which to understand the partition, and the subsequent trajectory of India- Pakistan relations.

Thanks for the encouraging words and buying the idea this paper has offered for re-examining the famous two-Nations theory from a psycho-cultural perspective. You are very right in saying that the this article does not reject the conventional explanations of inter-state rivalries, however, they are ‘inadequate’ while explaining the wide ranging emotions associated with India-Pakistan relations. This paper is an attempt to fill this gap by introducing a fresh conceptual framework of how the family-level cognition maps onto the political situations in the wider domain.

But in order to convincingly demonstrate this explanation, the author has to firstly rewrite the article in more tightly knitted, and more rigorously defined terms. Secondly, they should engage more with the existing literature, and make his arguments relate more to the concerns raised within it.

As suggested, I have now thoroughly restructured the article and balanced it in a more rigorous manner to let the main arguments flow more easily. For this reason, the abstract and the introduction sections have been re-written in a very compact and coherent style (Pgs. 1-10). Moreover, the “objectives of the paper” section has also been added (Pg. 10).

Thanks for suggesting a meaningful engagement with the existing literature on the subject. In the first draft, I deliberately avoided such a debate for the fear of being over-stretched but I can confess that the inclusion of a constructive dialogue with the available models explaining India-Pakistan conflict, has enriched the quality of this article. In fact, it allowed me to situate my thesis within the academic literature on the subject (Please see Pgs. 10-18 for “an engagement with the existing literature”).

For one thing, the author may wish to thoroughly rewrite the article, so that the argument comes across much more explicitly. The author may wish to clearly frame it upfront, rather than making the reader wait for 10 pages before encountering it. The author may also wish to build upon their claims that ethnicity as a concept needs to be more firmly understood within South Asian politics— exactly why difference is perceived in South Asia, beyond the broad rubric of ‘ethnicity’ is not a bad foundational question, but the author should be able to present it in a more structured way.
As said, the fundamental concerns this paper raises to re-assess the two-Nations theory such as problematic definitional value of ethnicity in the Indian subcontinent, have been brought up-front in the introduction section “Justification for using a Psycho-cultural Mode-of-Analysis” (Please see Pgs. 5-10 for a discussion regarding the rationale(s) for using a fresh perspective to examine India-Pakistan dyad). Thanks for this valuable suggestion

Furthermore, several definitional assumptions should probably be defended more strongly: for instance: the term 'quam' is sought to be equated with biradari or jati (ie, this is because the author is saying that the national community was understood in familial and kinship terms)—but it seems to the reviewer that the word 'praja/janta' might be a better equivalent...? Such objections might well be able to still be reconciled with the authors claims, but if they are being made in the first place, then the author should take care that a reviewer is not able to easily fault them. At present, however, partly because the argument has not been clearly stated, and partly for reasons to do with the looseness of the language, it can appear as if the argument is as yet unformed, and inadequately developed.

You are very right in saying that such indigenous terms should be defended more strongly in the first place building a plausible case for using them accordingly. I have now defined and discussed them more rigorously and put additional details in the footnotes for clarification. The terms mentioned by you such as Praja/Janta are, in fact, used locally to represent the common people, the masses; the subjects of a state. I can feel that you offered these synonyms to guide me that how should I defend my own terms while using them accordingly and to avoid any potential objections that could be raised. Thanks for this kind gesture. I have addressed this issue at:

Highlighted Footnotes at Pgs. 9-10
Highlighted paragraphs at Pgs. 28-29
Footnote at Pg. 28
Highlighted text at Pg. 32-33
Footnote at Pg. 33
Sub section: “Significance of the term Batwara” at Pgs. 33-34
Footnote at Pg. 34

Moreover, re-structuring of the article has helped much to present these terms upfront flowing side by side with the main arguments.

Underpinning some of the assumptions in this argument is that Muslims themselves viewed themselves as the wronged brothers in a inequitable joint family. This assumption is not necessarily held across a wide literature on the partition. A great deal of the historical literature on partition for instance looks at the events that unfolded from the point of view of a straightforward problem of electoral representation, and the fight for control of political resources. (The author should—or possibly may well have already—consulted Jalal, Faisal Devji, Joya Chatterji or even Venkat Dhulipala). These arguments are not necessarily conclusive, but the author should be able to at least engage with them, and ideally critique, or be able to further demolish the more conventional historical explanations that are offered for the ‘batwara’, or partition, on the basis of their own argument.

This article does not reject the significance of the contemporary socio-economic and politico-religious factors in dividing both communities, however, the core objective of the article is to examine the
mechanism of how people developed such familial and emotional responses to the situations created due to these material factors. This article focuses on the way the people make sense of their political situations on the patterns of their daily-based situations. Please see at Pgs. 2-3, objectives of the paper (Pg. 10), Pg. 14, and Pgs. 25-26 for the similar thread of arguments.

As suggested, the different view-points explaining Hindu-Muslim conflict and their future trajectory, have been engaged from the standpoint of this article (Pgs. 10-18). For a specific dialogue with the worthy authors’ work you have mentioned, please see Pgs. 12-14.

The author has to evolve a cleaner sequence of explanation about partition politics: is it because all politics is always conducted in familial terms that the Muslim League behaved in the ways that it did; or is it because that politics is subsequently explained in familial terms that the Muslim League used the language of kinship family etc to justify its choices.

Both the criterion you have suggested to explain partition politics are relevant from this article’s standpoint that:

“is it because all politics is always conducted in familial terms that the Muslim League behaved in the ways that it did;

or

is it because that politics is subsequently explained in familial terms that the Muslim League used the language of kinship family”.

In fact, this article cannot ignore either because both are in a dialectical relationship. I have discussed the idea that the nature and structures of an ideology can be socio-cognitive; which, in turn, are reproduced in political discourse (Please see Theoretical Framework).

The framework of conceptual mapping I have used allows us to argue that how the leaders as well as the supporters of Muslim League had ‘perceived’ a political conflict on the model of family conflict. Then, the familial language they used, are signals or clues; a sort of empirical evidence for such assertion that I have presented throughout the article.

Please see highlighted text at Pgs. 8-9, Engagement with the existing literature (Pgs. 10-18), Pg. 21, Pg. 32-33, Pg. 35-36, Pg. 37-38, and Conclusion section. All these suggested edits present a much clearer sequence of partition politics now.

Reviewer #2:

This is an interesting paper. I suggest acceptance provided a few alterations/improvements can be made.

Thanks for the encouraging words and buying the idea this paper has offered for re-examining the famous two-Nations theory from a psycho-cultural perspective. I have tried my best to improve the quality of paper according to your valuable suggestions.

1. This is a micro-level analysis for the enduring nature of the conflict. It serves a purpose in terms of scholarship on the India-Pak conundrum.

You are very right in saying that the main objective of this paper is to explain the mapping of micro-level concepts onto the macro-level political situations.
2. Why is that not all brothers and sisters end up in such a bitter rivalry? Don’t you need political entrepreneurs- leaders- to mobilize group loyalty and identity? The author would benefit from reading/citing the ethnic conflict literature on political entrepreneurship. Horowitz comes to mind. Thanks for suggesting the role of a political entrepreneur, which is much relevant once the conflict erupts, therefore, the binary of leader-masses has been discussed now in this article by engaging Mr. Jinnah (also Gandhi and Nehru) as the political mobilizers (Please see 12-14, Pg. 37-38). Horowitz has also been borrowed to explain why some conflicts are more intractable than the others (Please see at Pg. 6, and Pg. 27).

Moreover, the fundamental concern suggested by you has been addressed that why some family clashes are more lethal than the other? The paper clarifies that the rivalry can be of familial nature and full of emotions, if competing groups live in proximity and consider each other (unconsciously) as family branches. Please see “justification for using a psycho-cultural mode” section at Pgs. 5-10.

3. The existing literature on the rivalry need to be discussed or mentioned. The political science literature is completely ignored, except a few like Varshney. The works of Paul ed., the India-Pakistan conflict: An Enduring Rivalry (Cambridge 2005); Ganguly, Sumit, Conflict Unending, Stephen Cohen, (several books on Pakistan) are just some examples. Also there are several works on identity based explanations for the persistence of the conflict. Thanks for suggesting a meaningful engagement with the existing literature on the subject. In the first draft, I deliberately avoided such a debate for the fear of being over-stretched but I can confess that the inclusion of a constructive dialogue with the available models explaining India-Pakistan conflict, has enriched the quality of this article. In fact, it allowed me to situate my thesis within the academic literature on the subject (Please see Pgs. 10-18 for “an engagement with the existing literature”). All the worthy scholars mentioned have been engaged in “Literature Explaining Post-Partition Conflict” section at Pgs. 16-18.

4. The role of property/territory in joint families could be discussed. Why Kashmir is so important? Using this kind of explanation, is it possible to account for the claim on Kashmir as siblings fighting over ancestral property assumed to be theirs? Some discussion of Kashmir is needed.

I could not agree more. Interestingly, one of my articles explaining Kashmir conflict as an ancestral property dispute between India and Pakistan is in editing phase. The scope of this paper is somehow different; something of theoretical nature. It explains the theoretical mechanism of conceptual mapping that how people perceive such national disputes in terms of family conflicts. However, as per your valuable suggestion, I have included the same idea in the article. Please see Pg. 8, Pg. 37, and Pg. 41 for a similar thread of arguments.

5. What are the roles of great powers, militaries, especially in Pakistan, status competition, Bangladesh separation by India and its impact on the revenge mentality in Pakistan etc. in this rivalry? Paul, The Warrior State (OUP, 2014) will help. In other words, the micro foundations can explain some things, but not comprehensively. Some recognition to this effect will be useful.

This article does not reject the significance of the contemporary socio-economic and politico-religious factors in dividing both communities, however, the core objective of the article is to examine the mechanism of how people developed such familial and emotional responses to the situations created due to these material factors. This article focuses on the way the people make sense of their political
situations on the patterns of their daily-based situations. Please see at Pgs. 2-3, objectives of the paper (Pg. 10), Pg. 14, and Pgs. 25-26 for the similar thread of arguments.

As suggested by you, the eminent scholars explaining India-Pakistan conundrum have been borrowed in the “engagement with the existing literature section” for a meaningful dialogue to situate the position of my own argument. Please see at Pg. 2 and Pgs.15-18.

6. **What are the general theoretical conclusions for understanding rivalries?**

As suggested, the theoretical conclusions have been added in the revised manuscript. Please see the at Pgs. 25-27, Pg. 38, and conclusion section at Pgs. 39-42.

In the end, I would not miss a chance to thank both of the reviewers for their precious time and energies that they spent for making these valuable suggestions, which helped develop this article into a far better version as compared to the first draft I submitted. Thank You!
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Politics and the Family: Rethinking the India-Pakistan Two-Nations Theory through the Familial Construction of Political Ideas
Introduction

India and Pakistan have been locked into an open hostility since their inception. They have fought three conventional wars and several armed conflicts. The India-Pakistan conflict is said to be simultaneously over territory, national identity and power position in the region. Indian obsession is a key factor in determining Pakistan’s foreign and domestic policies, which are always aimed at competing with India at any cost. Both states regularly display their nuclear capability to outpace each other, which is always a question mark for the South Asian/Asian security. Both nations have been unable to forge normal relationships with each other after parting ways in 1947. Despite several mediatory efforts by the international players, both are not ready to settle their territorial conflict over Kashmir, which is a fatal legacy of Partition.

The roots of permanent hostility and wide-ranging passions associated with India-Pakistan relations are traced within two-Nations theory – a political cum theological ideology, which provides India-Pakistan’s Partition and their post-Partition conflicts with a raison d’etre. Simply put, this theory presents the idea that due to inherent religious and ethnic differences, Hindus and Muslims in the Asian Subcontinent were always two distinct nations who could not co-exist peacefully.

There are numerous explanations in respect of two-Nations theory, holding the views that cultural and civilizational differences created an ideological ocean between both groups. While this article does not reject what has been said in previous analyses, it offers a radical alternative view to examine the socio-cognitive nature and components of two-Nations theory from an indigenous perspective – as ideologies are unconsciously motivated processes; passionately held and emotionally committed, stemming from peoples’ underlying cognitive assumptions.


of certain beliefs. This article subscribes to the notion that ideologies are pre-packaged units of interpretation, as opposed to the view that political convictions always reflect independent and biased thinking.

This article seeks to examine the psychological construction of ordinary peoples’ as well as political actors’ perception about the “other” group, which formed the building blocks of two-Nations theory – and finds it deeply rooted in the indigenous institution of “joint-family” for its significance, endurance, and a deep emotional impact on the lives of people in the Indian Subcontinent. This article presents a theoretical framework of how to examine the construction process of goals, motives, emotions, and the cognition of individual actors; because, after all, political ideologies, processes, and institutions are made and executed through human agency.

I, therefore, propose that a firm Muslim group identity that emerged during the last decades of the British rule in India, was primarily the outcome of an interactive process between individual actors’ psychology constructed within the institution of “joint-family” and their contemporary political environment.

An ideal family life serves as a conceptual anchor for peoples’ larger moral belief systems and dictate their political attitudes about how society and the nation should function. So, if people can reason about politics using family experiences then they can also understand their intergroup-conflict ideologies using the dynamics of family conflict. To that end, Hindu-Muslim conflict could be conceptualized and understood in the simpler terms of a family-split as observed in the local institution of “joint-family”. Such a distinctive understanding of the conflict by people was due to numerous commonalities between both groups in the

Subcontinent, ranging from their geographic proximity, social practices, frequency of daily-life, identical kinship structures and kin-labels.

It is problematic to differentiate between Muslims and Hindus strictly on ethnic or religious grounds as there has been a complex ethnic and religious criss-crossing of both groups in the Subcontinent. Despite adhering to different faiths, people were not much different from one another in terms of behaviour and practices, owing to a similar cultural gene-pool and a long history of mass conversions from one religion to the other. Due to such distinctiveness of the Asian Subcontinent – especially the emotional nature of relations between India and Pakistan – this article builds an indigenous framework to analyse this conflict from a cultural, psychological and historical perspective. A psycho-cultural paradigm as a mode-of-analysis is therefore used to analyse some unexplored aspects contributing to the development of the two-Nations ideology. Typically, a psycho-cultural paradigm involves the analysis of the sociology of politics, the culture of mass psychology, of political psychology, and the political culture. This approach puts forward the idea that the behaviour attained by people in certain emotional, usually familial situations are mapped onto structurally analogous political situations. Accordingly, this article seeks to examine how the ideas learned by people within the institution of family in the Subcontinent, could be mapped onto their political thought processes shaping a certain conflict ideology. On this theoretical account, we can assume both Hindu and Muslim groups as two branches of the United Indian family competing to have the best position in the family through their respective political leaders. This approach enables us to explain macro-level group concepts by comparing them to the micro-level beliefs, values, and world-views developed in a specific cultural milieu.

---

Justice for using a Psycho-cultural Mode-of-Analysis

While the existing literature does not disregard the passions and intensity found in India-Pakistan relations, it does not frame them within a proper theoretical structure. Their mutual hostility is usually explained as a logical outcome of bloody incidents of Partition – which does not explain this phenomenon convincingly, as for instance European nations managed to forget their past despite seeing bloodshed of an even higher magnitude. Furthermore, Pakistan despite being a much weaker state, is not ready to accept any international threat like the suspension of military or economic assistance in trading off it with its reduction in military build-up against India. The hostile psychologies of people as well as leadership on both sides is constantly contributing to the problem – the origins of which need to be spelled out apart from reiterating the conventional explanations of two-Nations ideology.

Traditionally, the India-Pakistan conflict has been studied by assigning both nations fixed rather diametrically opposite ethno-religious categories i.e. “Hindus” and “Muslims”, which is theoretically problematic and does not explain this conflict in its entirety. The term “ethno-religious”, itself is an amalgam of two different cultural identities; religion and ethnicity. Primarily, there are two distinct ways in which the term “ethnic” has been used by the political scientists. In its narrower sense, “ethnic” means “racial” or “linguistic”. However, in British India, the term “communalism” has been used more often to mention conflicts between Hindus and Muslims based upon religious differences, because of their racial, linguistic, and ethnic similarities. Therefore, the narrower context of the term ‘ethnic’ is not applicable to differentiate between Punjabi Hindus and Muslims or Bengali Hindus and Muslims.

But if we need to re-examine the Pakistan-India or Muslim-Hindu conflicts by repositioning them in ethnic terms, we will have to subscribe to a broader view of ethnicity in the social

---

10 Ibid.
All conflicts, Horowitz argues, based upon ascriptive identities – race, language religion, tribe, or caste can be called ethnic. Even the groups differentiated by “nationalities” come under this wider umbrella of ethnicity.\(^1\) Using this wider concept, ethnic conflicts might range from Protestant-Catholic conflict in Northern Ireland, and Hindu-Muslim conflict in both post-partition and pre-partition periods. The black-white conflict in United States and South Africa also comes under its rubric.\(^2\) However, using this wider criteria of defining ethnicity is also problematic in India-Pakistan case and does not serve the cause of our inquiry. Because, in so doing not only the interstate Pakistan-India conflict and Hindu-Muslim inter-group conflict can be regarded as ethnic, but we will also have to re-examine the Shia-Sunni sectarian conflict in Pakistan and upper caste-lower caste conflict in India by treating them as ethnic conflicts.

In fact, there has been a paradox of identity for both Hindus and Muslims in the Indian Subcontinent. They are caught in the web of deciding between different cultural identities; religious, ethnic, caste and sectarian ones being at the top. Religion is often viewed as the number one variable responsible for Pakistan-India partition. However, this fact must not be ignored that despite having different religions, large number of people belonged to the same ethnic groups and castes. For example, Punjabi or Bengali population was divided on religion factor during Partition despite belonging to same ethnic groups. Conversely, these Punjabi/Bengali ethnic groups had their representation in almost all the religions prevailing in the Subcontinent. Despite being divided on religions, people had strong ethnic, linguistic and even kinship ties.

Now, finding religion as the only factor for dividing the members of a homogeneous ethnic group can be very interesting if we take notice of the fact that people do conceptualize their ethnic group in terms of a family. An ethnic group members often call each other brothers and


\(^2\) Ibid.
call distantly related groups cousin-brothers; a term with a figurative meaning: the word connotes the condition of being like brothers but not actually brothers.\(^\text{13}\) A simple hypothetical situation can explain this phenomenon; for instance, if a non-Punjabi embraces Islam, Hinduism or Sikhism, he/she shall remain an outsider for Punjabis despite his/her new religion. Similarly, by switching or even abandoning the religion, a Pashtun is not likely to lose his Pashtun identity. It is a rare occasion that people are able to change their ethnic identity. For example, a Punjabi will remain Punjabi even he is divided between different nation-states or religions – Muslim Punjabi, Hindu Punjabi, Sikh Punjabi, Indian Punjabi, Pakistani Punjabi, British Punjabi and Canadian Punjabi. Furthermore, there is a strong line of argument that when an ethnic group is divided for some reasons (say religion), its members tend to behave like when someone leaves his family. One could infer that the animosity between Hindu and Muslim communities in India and Pakistan can also be examined by ascribing them the category of “rival kin groups”; as the nations, themselves, are a fully extended form of family.\(^\text{14}\)

The study of the institution of family can be beneficial for our inquiry while examining the cognitive components of the two-Nations theory through an understanding of how people conceptualize the ideas of nation, nationalism, national identity, nation-building and state-building in the Indian Subcontinent. To that end, the family (joint-family to be specific) is the most salient, initial, most emotionally powerful, most functional and the most enduring institution in this region and almost every ideology is shaped within this institution.\(^\text{15}\) The family/lineage identity can be a potential rival to every other group identity; religious, linguistic, and political.\(^\text{16}\) Right from their home, people start learning the concepts of authority

\(^{13}\) Ibid., 56.
\(^{16}\) Lieven, Pakistan: A Hard Country.
and governance; and learn to understand the differences between right and wrong.\textsuperscript{17} The family institution is taken as a model by the Indian people while conceiving the ideas about their ethnic group or nation; since the people always use the mundane building blocks of family and kinship institutions in order to make sense of larger political entities.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, given the larger impact of institution of family on their lives, this article argues that near the Partition, Hindu and Muslim communities conceptualized themselves in terms of warring family branches. Their group identity was not thought upon only in terms of distinct ethnic or religious groups, which informs the conventional bases of two-Nations theory.

The rationale for using family dynamics to analyse two-Nations theory also lies in the fact that India-Pakistan Partition and their ongoing conflicts, have always been expressed by ordinary people as well as political leaders in a heavily familistic language carrying indigenous familial labels. For example, Jai Prakash Narayan, an Indian independence activist, argued that Hindu and Muslim are like two brothers fighting for separation and they would live in amity and fraternal harmony once the parental assets are settled after partition.\textsuperscript{19} This also explains the nature of emotions attached to Kashmir conflict that make it’s resolve so difficult, as it is conceptualized by both groups in terms of their ancestral property. Pakistani people imagine Kashmir as their lost \textit{Jaddi Virsa} (ancestral property) and stepping down from your ancestral property’s claim can bring shame to home according to the indigenous cultural values.\textsuperscript{20} In famous Gandhi-Jinnah Talks in 1944 to settle the issue of Partition, Mr. Gandhi never agreed to use the term “nation” for both groups and proceeded on the assumption that Hindus and Muslim constitute a “family” and Muslim family members want to live separately.\textsuperscript{21} Mr. Jinnah

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{Saeed Ahmed} Khan, \textit{A Cross-cultural Investigation of Person-centred Therapy in Pakistan and Great Britain} (Bloomington: Indiana: AuthorHouse, 2014).
\item Patrick Colm Hogan, \textit{Understanding nationalism: On narrative, cognitive science, and identity} (The Ohio State University Press, 2009), 132-133.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
was quite optimistic that “division” would improve the relations between two communities.\textsuperscript{22} He was also of the opinion that Hindu-Muslim animosity would be pacified after settling the power/resource sharing issues as it usually happens among brothers.\textsuperscript{23} Sardar Patel – the first deputy prime minister of India – conceded to the demand of Pakistan in 1947 by saying that: it is better for brothers to live separately in peace than to live together and quarrel all the time.\textsuperscript{24}

The above are a few of many statements on the part of Partition’s key actors, substantiating my argument to review the familial construction of the two-Nations theory.

Another rationale behind using the family dynamics to reassess the two-Nations theory lies within ethnographic literature confirming that the Subcontinental people do treat their neighbours as their kin.\textsuperscript{25} A famous saying goes like: “Hamsaya Ma ka jaya” which means “your neighbour is your mother’s son – near neighbours are considered closer than far-relatives.\textsuperscript{26} Lyon has also observed in Pakistani culture that people tend to transpose their kin relations to the other people in society and the family remains a starting reference point for them to situate their own position vis-à-vis the others while dealing with them.\textsuperscript{27} People use indigenous kin “labels” for their neighbours, which develop an intimate bond among them.\textsuperscript{28}

In the pre-partition times, a Muslim would have considered his Hindu neighbour to be closer to him than a Muslim from a more distant place. Thus, a familial “near-ness” had been


\textsuperscript{23} Mr. Jinnah often quoted an example from a family in which blood-brothers remained at daggers for dividing their ancestral property. One of the brothers was Jinnah’s client. After the distribution of assets was settled through court, the brothers again developed their cordial relations. This incident has been quoted by Ahmed, Akbar in: \textit{Jinnah, Pakistan and Islamic Identity}.


\textsuperscript{25} Muhamad Azam Chaudhary, \textit{Justice in practice: Legal ethnography of a Pakistani Punjabi village} (Oxford University Press, USA, 1999).

\textsuperscript{26} Ibid., 17.

\textsuperscript{27} Stephen M. Lyon, \textit{An anthropological analysis of local politics and patronage in a Pakistani village} (Wales: Edwin Mellen Press, 2004).

\textsuperscript{28} The labels reserved for the blood relations, such as \textit{Chacha} (father’s brother), \textit{Taya} (father’s elder brother), \textit{Mama} (mother’s brother), \textit{Beta} (son), and \textit{Bhatija} (nephew) are also used for those living close by (neighbours). The traditional use of such familiar terms developed intimate relations between Hindu and Muslim neighbours.
developed between Hindu and Muslim neighbours impacting deeply on locking them in a familial type of feud when an intergroup conflict broke out.

**Objectives of the Article**

Clarifying the theoretical mechanism of “Conceptual-Mapping” through which family-level learning and concepts are mapped onto group level thought-processes and political ideologies, is one of the core objectives of this article. In addition to that, by employing discourse analysis, this article re-examines the famous two-Nations theory to understand the cognitive construction of a distinct Muslim identity in familial terms. The different indigenous terms such as *Batwara* and *Qaum*—popularly used in the political and nationalist discourses of India-Pakistan history—have been re-evaluated in the light of their indigenous contexts. Another objective is to explain how the images of an extended family or a lineage group associated with these terms, could have provided both groups with ready-made templates to situate their own political identity vis-à-vis the ‘other’.

**Why A Paradigm Shift? An Engagement with the Existing Literature**

While this article acknowledges the significance of the existing literature explaining the roots of Hindu-Muslim hostility in the pre-partition as well as in post-partition periods, the available literature is mostly of a historical or descriptive nature. Dr. Sumit Ganguly has aptly remarked that there is a dearth of scholarly literature capable of analysing this ongoing rivalry from a

29 The term *Qaum* is usually translated in English language as the “nation”, which gives readers the meanings of the nation-state. The indigenous usage of this term is of *Biradari* or *Jati*, which denotes an extension of family groups with common descendant; literally a brotherhood. This term must also not be confused with the local terms such as *Janta* or *Praja*, which are used to represent the common people “the masses”; the subjects of a state.

30 Hamza A. Alavi, "Kinship in west Punjab villages." *Contributions to Indian Sociology* 6, no. 1 (1972): 1-27. The terms such as *Qaum, Biradari and Jati* (Brotherhood) are replaceable, which represent a group of people having common descendant; a sort of large paternal family group.
theoretical focal point. There are several viewpoints with their own strengths and drawbacks, explaining this conflict by focusing on different factors.

**The Genesis of Two-Nations Theory**

In tracing the genesis of Hindu-Muslim discord in the Indian Subcontinent, first comes the primordial model presenting the idea that both groups always had distinct identities for having dissimilar religions and cultures. Robinson argues that Indian Muslims were always different from their Hindu counterparts in terms of religion, culture and civilization; therefore, Muslim communities were bound to become a separate nation. A famous historian Aziz also supports this argument by saying: “the Hindu-Muslim conflict was not merely religious, but it was the clash of two civilizations, of two peoples who had different languages, different literary roots, different ideas of education, different philosophical sources and different concepts of art”. Sayeed has used the metaphor of two parallel but not-mixable rivers for Hindus and Muslims. This view is commonly referred to as “two-Nations theory”.

While this model has its own strengths, it does not clarify that: if religion was the main factor behind Muslim separatism, then how come almost all the leading religious parties and clerics could oppose the idea of Pakistan? The top Muslim clergy including Maulana Abul Kalam Azad (Congress), Maulana Muhammad Hassan Madni (Jamiat Ulma-e-Hind) and Maulana Maududi (Jamaat-e-Islami) had rejected the idea of Muslim nationalism by equating it to a


33 Robinson, *Separatism among Indian Muslims*.


35 Sayeed, *The Formative Phase*. 
Similarly, Ata Ullah Shah Bukhari of Majlis-e-Ahrar – another dynamic Muslim religious party in northern India – also opposed the theory that Indian Muslims constituted a different nation. All the first rank Muslim clerics blamed Muslim League leaders to protect the British Raj and called the Hindu-Muslim conflict “nothing more than friction between two brothers over the distribution of their father’s property”.37

The two-Nations theory has been further explained by different schools of thought, such as the Instrumentalists interpreting it through socio-economic and political factors.38 The proponents of this approach say that during the early period of British rule, the Muslims lagged far behind in comparison to Hindus in educational, economic, political, administrative and professional fields.39 As Muslim elite’s domination over society was threatened, they tried to mobilise their own community behind them through manipulating identity symbols; religious and linguistic.40 It is worth mentioning that again, the “instrumental role of religion” is emphasized in dividing both groups – as this approach focuses on identity as a tool used by the individuals, groups or elites for obtaining material benefits.41 In so doing, this approach points its fingers at the Muslim elite/aristocrats in minority Muslim provinces as an exploiting class, who made use of religion for securing their own political and economic interests – Jinnah’s westernised personality is presented to substantiate this argument, who was to become the first Muslim Governor General of Pakistan. Jalal argues that Jinnah was a political strategist who played the majority Muslim province card originally to secure the best position in a united India; actually

40 Azad, India wins freedom.
he never wished to leave the federation but ended up having to do so.\textsuperscript{42} An objection can be raised against this “elitist” explanation that why were political leaders from minority Muslim provinces so sure that they could control the state affairs in majority Muslim provinces after partition? And were not the Muslim political elite in majority provinces concerned about disruption to their own status?

Jalal’s thesis explaining the reasons behind Jinnah’s advocacy for a separate home-land in contrast to his previous ideals of Indian nationalism, is also viewed from different angles. While this article does not deny the impact of contemporary political and constitutional issues on Jinnah’s stance to change from a staunch nationalist to a communalist, it suggests that Jinnah’s political trajectory can also be viewed by way of an inherent cognitive modelling inside Jinnah, he developed after being denied a wishful status in Congress party. This argument is supported by analysing the discursive reproduction of Jinnah’s inner thoughts. He used familial metaphors while defending his own as well as a general communalist stance adopted by the Muslims: “we are glad we are communalists. Instead of waiting at other’s door, if you want to create self-respect and self-reliance, organise yourself.”\textsuperscript{43} Also, his statement that “Muslims have no home and no place to call their own” gives a clue that besides other objective realities, his outward rejection to work with Congress was also a result of being rebuffed by the Congress leadership.\textsuperscript{44}

Dhulipala categorically rejects Jalal’s argument and says that Pakistan was never created in a vacuum, rather it was purposefully imagined and popularly accepted in minority Muslim provinces as an ideal Islamic state of Medina.\textsuperscript{45} He explains to the extent that contemporary

\textsuperscript{42} Ayesha Jalal, \textit{The Sole Spokesman: Jinnah, the Muslim League, and the Demand for Pakistan} (Cambridge University Press, 1985).


\textsuperscript{44} Jinnah’s address at the Muslim Students’ Conference at Karachi, 11 October 1938. Ibid., 294.

Pakistan’s crisis also owes to its inability towards fulfilling those imagined Islamist ideals. Devji also seems to be supporting this argument when he uses the term “Muslim Zion” to describe the sacrifices of millions of people who abandoned their homelands to settle in the promised land of Pakistan.\footnote{Faisal Devji, \textit{Muslim Zion: Pakistan as a Political Idea} (London: C. Hurst, 2013).}

This article does accept that the ideology of being a distinct group and the desire for having a separate homeland, had gained enormous public support in the minority Muslim provinces – however, this article doubts the role of religion as the \textit{only} catalyst for widening the gap between both communities who sustained their religious differences for centuries. Dhulipala himself admits that “two-Nations theory”, itself was divided between pro-Congress and pro-League clergy. It implies that there are certainly some other complexities embedded within the construction of this ideology – a few of which this article has attempted to present by way of theorization that how both communities \textit{perceived} each other in familial terms.

I argue that Jalal’s thesis of an “accidental” creation of Pakistan or a “purposeful” selection of an Islamic state (Dhulipala and Devji theses) can also be explained as a Muslim communalism conceptualized upon by the masses in terms of a family fissure that underwent a political mobilizational process under the leadership of Jinnah, who himself was trying to situate his own position as a new family-head of Muslim family after losing a more or less similar position in Congress family. Conceived this way, Muslim identity politics was transformed into an irresistible social force. The role of Jinnah can be explained as an articulator of the ideology that had already been constructed in peoples’ minds, especially in the minority Muslim provinces.
There is another Subaltern school of thought blaming the British rulers for fostering and concretizing the communal identities between both sister-communities for their political gain.\textsuperscript{47} Pandey suggests that the Muslims in south Asia were linguistically and culturally so diverse, that they could not identify a water-tight “Muslim” identity for themselves only by shared beliefs or religion.\textsuperscript{48} While fully agreeing to the notion that due to an assimilation process spanning over centuries, both religions are severely fragmented along caste and sectarian lines in the Subcontinent and the identification of these groups through strict ethno-religious markers is difficult – this article suggests that the picture of holding the British as sole responsible for constructing religious antipathies, is also incomplete. This position does not explain convincingly that why such “constructed” religious identity could not bring the same hostility against the British Christians, who were at the helm of power-play; as the identities once constructed are difficult to be deconstructed. I argue that British Christians could not be absorbed into local population according to the indigenous principles of caste and hierarchy, what Muslims did centuries ago. Therefore, the local people could not put the same amount of intensity into their rivalry against Christian “outsiders”. Subsequently, the Muslim-League leaders were ready to work under the British masters but did not digest Hindu-Congress rule in 1937. Similarly, the Hindus began to feel contempt against Muslim neighbours for their beef-eating habit, but the same practice by the British outsiders remained acceptable to them. Moreover, how could this supposedly constructed religious identity fade away so quickly after Partition and failed to maintain the unity between Muslim Pakistanis and Muslim Bangladeshis (former East Pakistan) – who separated again in 1971 on ethno-linguistic grounds.

\textsuperscript{47} A school pioneered by Ranajit Guha. See for a detailed discussion: Ranajit Guha, \textit{An Indian Historiography of India: A Nineteenth Century Agenda and its Implications} (Calcutta, K.P. Bagchi & Co., 1988).

\textsuperscript{48} Gyanendra Pandey, \textit{The Colonial Construction of Communalism in North India} (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1990).
Interestingly, the Hindu India then helped the cause of Muslim Bengalis against their own West Pakistani Muslim brethren.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{Literature Explaining the Post-Partition Conflict}

The Post-Partition conflict between both nation-states is also explained in terms of ideological differences stemming from this two-Nations theory. Stephen Cohen had identified the vitality of an anti-Indian approach for Pakistani policy makers, which constantly urges them to strengthen themselves militarily.\textsuperscript{50} While asserting Pakistan’s pursuance for Kashmir as a religious mission, Cohen also takes a notice of the paradoxical religious character of Pakistani society by saying that Pakistanis are not in favour of an orthodox Islamic state. In fact, due to conflict prone nature of India-Pakistan relations, scholars such as Ganguly and Fair hold Pakistan’s revisionist, expansionist and greedy agenda responsible for spreading its territorial and ideological expansionism in the region.\textsuperscript{51} Ganguly also mentions the presence of firm ideological beliefs that do not let Pakistan to back-off from Kashmir cause. Paul and Siddiqa define Pakistan as a “Garrison” and “Warrior” state run by a handful military elite for serving their own as well as extra-regional agendas.\textsuperscript{52} There seems to be an intellectual agreement among many scholars that military regimes in Pakistan pursue their own institutional interests and therefore regard permanent enmity with India as \textit{raison d’etre} for their existence. However, from a Pakistani standpoint, it is the “fear” of Indian hegemonic designs that prompts Pakistan
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to adopt security seeking behaviour.\textsuperscript{53} Admittedly, this pro-Pakistani model can partly explain a state’s defensive approach for its survival but does not put forward a plausible explanation for an adventurous and extra-aggressive Pakistani stance against India.

In fact, regardless of civil or military regimes, Pakistan has always pursued policies that must be diametrically opposite to Indian policies. Jaffrelot has used the metaphorical conception of husband-wife relations to describe India-Pakistan troublesome dyad: “The story of a divorce that went wrong”.\textsuperscript{54} While analysing Pakistan’s military’s paranoia to fight India to the end,\textsuperscript{55} Fair does not focus much on the public mentality that loves the Army as the only powerful institution capable of competing and defeating India. Pakistan’s ambitious behaviour against India can also be interpreted as the outcome of an interactive process between mass psychology and the political culture, only to be executed by the political elite. In fact, it is politicians in Pakistan not men-in-uniform who gain more by anti-Indian rhetoric,\textsuperscript{56} and the leaders in both states try to acquire nuclear supremacy only to bolster their own individual popularity.\textsuperscript{57} It implies that political elite capitalize upon the popular sentiments already found in each country against the other. This article proposes that the development of such popular urge to compete each other must be examined apart from considering it merely a statist project that cannot explain Pakistan’s extra-adventurous attitude against a country ten times bigger than his own.

Nevertheless, Ganguly has pointed out the cognitive and affective biases arising from the ideological differences that drive Pakistan to challenge India even after nuclear deterrence.\textsuperscript{58}


\textsuperscript{54} Christophe Jaffrelot, \textit{A history of Pakistan and its origins} (London: Anthem Press, 2002), 113.

\textsuperscript{55} Fair, \textit{Fighting to the End}, 7.

\textsuperscript{56} Ahmad Faruqui, \textit{Rethinking the National Security of Pakistan: The Price of Strategic Myopia} (Ashgate Publication, Limited, 2005).


\textsuperscript{58} Ganguly, \textit{Deadly Impasse}, 13.
This article fully accepts the presence of certain cognitive biases among masses as well as political leaders on both sides, which contribute towards the construction of their emotional national agendas aimed at letting each other down. By using the theoretical framework of conceptual mapping, this article examines how these cognitive biases are constructed through the early socialization in a family setting.

How Ideology and the Nation draw on the “Family”? A Theoretical Framework

An ideology is a set of certain normative beliefs and values; the systems of ideas and ethical ideals which can impact the formation of politico-economic theories and resultantly their action plans. In political science, the term ideology is synonymous to the term political ideology that refers to a political belief system providing a social movement, institution or class with doctrines, myths, and symbols that how a society or nation should work. However, an ideology is further explained in terms of a worldview – the imagined existence (or idea) of things as it relates to the real conditions of existence. These normatively imbued ideas or conceptual maps help people navigate the complexity of their political universe including particular representations of power relations. One of the core characteristics of an ideology is its power over cognition that influence peoples’ evaluations of the political situations. Moreover, the main elements of the concept of ideology are the underlying cognitive assumptions of belief, or the total structure of the mind including the conceptual apparatus –

an ideology is unconsciously motivated, passionately held, and emotionally committed.\textsuperscript{65} Therefore, ideologies can be explained as a manifestation of the unconscious motivational processes; pre-packaged units of interpretation, as opposed to the view that political convictions always reflect independent and biased thinking.\textsuperscript{66} One could easily infer from the above discussion that the compositional structure of an ideology is considerably of a socio-cognitive nature – which, in turn, is also reproduced in political discourse.

This article argues that the family-level morals and beliefs are mapped onto group-level political ideas – something which can be explained effectively with the help of cognitive neuroscience research. The idealised family experiences become the source of the construction of peoples’ ethical and political behaviour while conceptualizing their group and nation.\textsuperscript{67} To that end, the institution of family can also shape the construction of peoples’ conflict ideologies, which are then mapped onto their interpersonal, intergroup as well as interstate conflicts. Lakoff explains how people reason about the abstract concepts (say intergroup conflict) in terms of their more concrete knowledge based in day-to-day experiences (say family conflict).\textsuperscript{68} Accordingly, people may use the dynamics and metaphors used within more mundane family conflicts to reason about relatively more difficult and abstract intergroup conflict situations.

Apparently, the ideological beliefs seem to stem from an individual’s personality traits and needs, and therefore the utility of purely psychological explanations declines sharply when making comparisons across different societies. Here, culture being a group concept, acts as an

\textsuperscript{67} George Lakoff, \textit{Moral politics: How conservatives and liberals think}. (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1996). George Lakoff is the Richard and Rhoda Goldman Professor of Cognitive Science and Linguistics at the University of Berkeley. He is the founding senior fellow at the Rockridge Institute, which specializes in applying cognitive linguistics to the use of framing in political discourse. Cognitive linguistics is the systemic, scientific approach within the cognitive sciences to the study of how we understand.
\textsuperscript{68} Ibid.
intermediary in the relationship between individual perceptual tendencies and a group’s political orientation. I propose that the sociological and anthropological understandings of the concept of culture-as-worldview – shared belief systems irreducible to their individual adherents that once established become highly resistant to change – could offer a solution to these apparent inconsistencies.69 Culture affects the mental programming of its adherents and thus determine their collective behaviour.70 Simply put, human psyche and culture are inseparable and co-construct each other. The effects of culture on collective action and political life are generally indirect, therefore, it is necessary to investigate how culture interacts with, shapes, and is shaped by interests and social institutions.71 Examining a specific culture and associated emotions within it, can reveal important political strategies key actors adopt. Considering these theoretical findings, this article has probed into the local institution of joint family for its cultural significance and emotional impact over peoples’ cognition that influence their evaluation of the political situations.

As the earliest learning of living, relationships, conflict, authority and being governed is inside the family; these primary formative experiences contribute towards informing peoples’ ideas and perceptions, to deal with the similar situations in the wider domains of their future life. The dynamics of the family models idealized and practised by the majority population give an insight of how a particular group conceptualizes and reacts to certain political situations. People idealize in terms of their most-loved family models – which are deeply imbedded in their psyche through early socialization – that how their society and nation should work. Different family structures and types are idealized in different parts of the world; joint-family system

being the most desirable in the Indian Subcontinent as compared to more nuclear family models within western societies.

As available literature has it, the two-Nations theory manifests that both communities, especially the Muslims, had conceptualized (consciously) about their own community and future nation-state as an ideal Islamic state, which would be free of Hindu majoritarian rule. While I do not reject this assertion in completely, what only I suggest is an additional examination of the “unconscious” conceptualization of this phenomenon by both communities for understanding the deep-rooted passions found in their mutual relations. This argument is backed by the psycho-culturalists such as Lagace that: “Thoughts and feelings occur and are manifested both consciously and unconsciously”.\(^72\) The psychoanalysts such as Herbert adds that: “Often-times, people are not consciously aware of some of the most significant motivations and attitudes that shape their thinking and behaviour”.\(^73\) These unconscious factors can be traced through clues that people give in an indirect way and usually they are in a symbolic form. A few of these crucial clues or signals have been analysed in this article for understanding the cognitive components of the conflict ideology imbued in two-Nations theory.

From the standpoint of this article, the concept of “National Community” needs to be re-examined in relation to the institution of family. A National community is quite old concept, and it existed much before it was named so. People used to identify themselves in terms of family, lineage group, tribes, and clans. With the passage of time, the growth of means of communication and the growing relations among different groups had generated the concept of commune of families, tribes or clans – which can be regarded as the beginning of the

---

conceptualization of “national community” or “nation” as defined in the modern terms where family remained the unit-cell of this concept.

Anderson has pointed out that we cannot experience the nation directly, therefore, we imagine it in terms of some community which is necessarily imaginary.\(^\text{74}\) Nation is an abstract concept; therefore, it is thought upon by people in relation to more understandable or concrete concepts. Therefore, the “operational code” behind the conceptualization of a nation can be de-coded by exploring into the concrete and daily-based concepts that people usually rely upon to visualize their ideal community. Connor affirms that a national community is envisioned on the model of a family and goes so far as to define the nation as “the fully extended family”.\(^\text{75}\) He suggests that the nation works its magic through “familial metaphors”.\(^\text{76}\) It becomes more evident when we see people across the world conceptualizing their nation-states in terms of familial metaphors: e.g. Mother India, and Mother Russia.

The “type” of family-model cherished and respected by people is important as it impacts deeply on running a nation’s affairs. Such metaphorical understanding of the nation-as-family directly informs peoples’ political worldview in a very direct but an \textit{unconscious} way.\(^\text{77}\) The idealized family models produce certain moral systems for running a nation and the functionality of the state. The individual actors map these moralities onto the societal/national domain by mentally engaging themselves with the nation-as-family metaphor, which facilitates reasoning about their abstract political world in term of more concrete and daily-based world experiences i.e. family life.

\(^\text{76}\) Ibid., 94.
\(^\text{77}\) Lakoff, \textit{Moral politics}.
The Mechanism of Conceptual Mapping

Cognitive neuroscience supports the assertion that people conceptualize nation on the same cognitive patterns as they conceptualize other abstract entities through cognitive modelling or metaphors, which are called “conceptual metaphors”.78 Our basic cognitive strategy is to think for newer and difficult problems in connection with the simpler and previously resolved problems, which remain intact while conceptualizing about “nation”. As discussed by Lakoff and Johnson, metaphors are (unconsciously) used to set up parallels between difficult and easy concepts.79 They have problem-solving functionality to solve an ill-understood phenomenon by recalling a better-understood phenomenon. For example, when people say that “don’t waste your time”, they (unconsciously) use the metaphor of money for time, which should not be wasted.

The mechanism of “conceptual-mapping” explains how family-level concepts are mapped onto group-level political stance and clarifies how people can reason about abstract ideas in forms of more concrete, mundane knowledge through “conceptual metaphor”. Many conceptual metaphors are automatically acquired based on every-day experiences, primarily at the early stages of life when basic neural patterns are being formed and strengthened in the mind.80 The conceptual structures (known as “frames” and “scripts”) are mental structures, we use to understand the difficult situations. No one sees or hears these mental structures, but they shape the way we view the world. They are part of what scientists refer to as the “cognitive unconscious” inaccessible to the conscious mind, but at play in our decisions, our actions and

78 Hogan, Understanding nationalism, 124.
79 Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors we live by.
80 Ibid.
the way we process data.\textsuperscript{81} This mental processing helps people understand difficult concepts (abstract ones) in terms of easy concepts (the concrete ones).

The conceptual metaphor itself consists of mapping between elements of a source domain (concrete or daily-based concepts) and elements of a target domain (abstract concepts).\textsuperscript{82} For example, we use the source domain of money (a concrete one; visible and touchable) to target the concept of time (an abstract one; invisible and untouchable). On the same pattern, the abstract concept of life is usually understood by using the metaphor of journey – life is a journey. Now, as the nation, politics, governance, and group conflict are highly abstract domains of cognition, the people employ certain conceptual metaphors when reasoning about them. Correspondingly, the development of their political attitudes, ideologies, and action-plans are influenced by the conceptual structures and institutions they use.

Interestingly, the conceptual metaphors have always been used to explain international politics, even by the structural theorists. For example, when realism talks about survival of the fittest in an international system, it conceptualizes (unconsciously) states as animals. For example, it uses the source domain “animals have survival instinct” to target that ‘states have a survival instinct’. Waltz stated that: “[states] are unitary actors who, at a minimum, seek their own preservation and at, maximum, drive for universal domination”.\textsuperscript{83}

\textbf{Theoretical Relevance for India-Pakistan case}

This article argues that the Subcontinental cultural arrangements need to be considered properly while examining the impact of conceptual metaphors over peoples’ political

\textsuperscript{81} George Lakoff. "Metaphorical Thought in Foreign Policy: Why Strategic Framing Matters To the Global Interdependence Initiative." 1999, Retrieved at: \url{https://frameworksinstitute.org/assets/files/PDF_GII/metaphorical_thought.pdf}

\textsuperscript{82} Ibid.

cognition. The selection, generation, and social generalization of such conceptual metaphors are greatly influenced by the cultural norms. The concept of cognitive modelling cannot be universalized as all the conceptual metaphors cannot have the same cultural legitimacy in this part of the world. For instance, in the Indian Subcontinent and many other regions having hot climate, the conceptual connectivity of “affection” is with coolness rather than warmth. Therefore, the mother’s affection is often described as cool shades/shelter; “Manwaa’n thandyean chhanwaa’n” which means “mothers provide you with the cool shelters”. The metaphor of “warm breeze” might appeal people in the colder regions, but it was never motivating for the Subcontinental people for having long spells of scorching summers. A famous saying used by Punjabi mothers wishing their sons goes like: “Ja Puttar tenu Tati hwana lgy (go son, god save you from the hot breeze). Different animals and birds can have entirely different characteristics attached to them in different regions. For example, an owl is metaphorically used to represent a foolish person in the Subcontinent, whilst it is a symbol of wisdom in many western societies. Similarly, monkey is revered as symbol of power in India, which may not be conceptualized more than a naughty animal in the western countries.

Accordingly, the metaphor of “nation-as-mother” is widely accepted throughout the Asian Subcontinent, but the “nation-as-lover” is not appreciated much. While people think of family to imagine a nation, the ideal family structure is also determined by their culture. Consequently, while the nuclear family setup may appear as a norm practiced by millions in both India and Pakistan, the joint-family ethos are still regarded by people as an “ideal” family type. These joint-family ethos are then used by people as conceptual metaphors and contribute towards visualizing about nation and state. So, if people in the Subcontinent use the domain-source of joint-family to reason about (or target) the concepts such as nation, state and national conflict, then the cultural images, dynamics, morals, beliefs and human behaviours stemming from the institution of joint-family can help understand their conflict ideologies at macro level.
Certainly, an All-India Hindu-Muslim conflict was a highly abstract phenomenon for local people, which was automatically (but unconsciously) conceptualized in terms of easier concepts such as family-level conflict. A persistent obsession for each other and an enormous amount of emotions involved in this conflict support the idea that the institution of family did inspire the construction of conflicting political ideas of both groups. The ordinary people as well as key political actors mapped the patterns (scripts or frames) of their family conflicts onto their intergroup conflict, which became even more visible when both groups underwent a split due to host of other material factors; such as fight over control of socio-economic, and political resources. The institution of family is still serving the purpose of source domain (obviously unconsciously as per Lakoff’s assertion) for people on both sides to make sense of their mutual relations.

On the eve of British departure, while many Indian people conceptualized their future nation as one joint family (Gandhi’s and Congress party’s vision), some groups (Jinnah’s Muslim League’s vision) demanded a separate homeland as they had conceptualized themselves in terms of “wronged members of the family”. They had situated themselves in this position after being denied a proper representation in the central power according to their own wishes. In fact, the contest between Muslim League and Indian National Congress revolved around a power-sharing formula within a united Indian setup, as both parties never rejected the scheme of a federal structure for the Indian constitution, which shows a strong desire on their part to remain in a joint-setup.84 While admitting the significance of the contemporary socio-economic and politico-religious factors in dividing both groups, this article examines the mechanism of how people developed such familial and emotional responses to the situations created due to these material factors.

84 Katharine Adeney, Federalism and ethnic conflict regulation in India and Pakistan (Hampshire; New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007), 34.
For our theoretical purpose, it is appropriate to reiterate that people in the Indian Subcontinent use fictive kinship for relating themselves with the people of same ethnic backgrounds and treat them as far-cousins. For example, when Punjabi people from different regions and religious backgrounds (Muslim, Sikh, Hindu, or Christian) meet each other, they often exchange the sentence: *Tu mera Pujabi Bhra ayn* (you are my Punjabi brother). Here, ethnicity and kinship overlap in a rather direct and operational way, as Horowitz asserts that the ethnicity always builds on the kinship.\(^{85}\) Therefore, we can categorize Pakistani-Punjabis as a “split-ethnic group”, who parted ways from his ethnic brothers to join his religious brothers having different ethnicities such as Baloch, Sindhi or Pashtun. Similar was the case with Bengalis, as Muslim Bengalis had to side with Pakistanis by abandoning their Hindu ethnic brothers in the West-Bengal in India. As already explained, the ethnic groups exhibit the characteristics of a large family, these split-ethnic groups also exhibited the behaviour of divided family branches. The conflictual and cooperative patterns observed in their family settings were also mapped onto their ethnic relations.\(^{86}\) Moreover, the cultural (indigenous) images associated with these family patterns provided them with the ready-made templates to deal with their conflict.

From a psychoanalytic theoretical perspective, the inability of both nations to escape their past and to establish normal relationships can be explained through Freud’s view of the “family as the unconscious prototype of all human groups”. It is what Erikson refers to when he speaks of “those configurational analogies between family life and national mores”, which seem of utmost relevance while explaining the emotional behaviour of both nations.\(^{87}\)

---

\(^{85}\) Horowitz, *Ethnic groups in conflict*, 61.


Two-Nations Theory explained in Familial Terms

This article analyses the particularly “familistic” language used by both parties while expressing their feelings about Partition, their mutual conflicts, and their distinct identity in relation to each other. Evidently, the language used by common people and the political leaders in both countries is deeply related to their family dynamics. The language is always directly connected to the unconscious conceptual systems and metaphors. How we talk matters; one can learn a lot about how people frame situations from how they talk. It is also appropriate to mention here that both Hindi and Urdu languages have a similar speaking script. People can easily understand each other’s national language and enjoy T.V dramas and films from an “enemy” country.

This section examines the two indigenous terms (or conceptual metaphors) widely used by people on both sides to memorise the history of Partition. These are “Qaum” and “Batwara”. The term Batwara is widely used to epitomize the incident of Pakistan-India partition; a term which is indigenously reserved for the event of assets distribution between blood brothers/cousins at the time of a family-split. Similarly, the term Qaum was/is commonly used to categorize Hindus and Muslims as distinct nations, which was/is originally used to represent the Biradari/Jati/lineage group in the Subcontinent. I argue that both these terms serve the purpose of conceptual-mapping and cognitive-modelling for both the groups, situating their identity in contrast with each other. One could also infer that the images associated with these indigenous terms guided both groups conceptualize each other in terms of opposing family branches; and to develop a certain political ideology on the pattern of their family-conflict dynamics – the dynamics that require to compete and defeat the other branch of family at any cost.
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Reconceptualizing Nation or “Qaum” as Biradari (Jati)

The two-Nations theory is generally attributed to famous Muslim ideologues such as Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Muhammad Iqbal, and Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The term two-Nations theory is a literal translation from an Urdu term “Do-Qaumi Nazria”, where the word Qaum stands for the nation.\(^89\) Here, the term ‘Qaum’ needs to be re-explained as it serves more than one context. The original connotation of the term “Qaum” attracts our attention to postulate that both groups had conceptualized their future nations according to the indigenous meanings attached to the term Qaum, which are of an extended family, a Biradari.

For centuries, the basic usage of the word Qaum has been to represent Biradari (Jati) in the Indian Subcontinent. The terms Qaum, Biradari and Jati are interchangeable, which can be translated as “brotherhood” – a group of people with common descendant; a sort of large paternal family group.\(^90\) Sadly, there is no other appropriate word in the Urdu language to translate the English word “nation” other than Qaum. For that reason, the term Qaum was mainly understood by translating it as the “nation” and the traditional context of this term (of Biradari or patrilineage group) has been grossly over-looked; otherwise it could provide the academics with an alternative view to interpret two-Nations theory because of its indigenous conceptualization by people in terms of their most dominant social institutions.

It is believed Sir Syed Ahmad Khan coined the term Qaum used in Do-Qaumi Nazria (two-Nations theory) to describe Muslims as a distinct nation in the strict sense of a modern nation-state. He is widely believed as a champion of two-Nations theory in the late nineteenth century by famously indicating at the numerical supremacy of Hindus in a joint future of Hindu-Muslim

\(^89\) Here “Do” means two; “Qaumi” means national; and “Nazria” means theory. However, the word “Qaum” has double meanings. The indigenous meaning is of Biradari or Jati (an extension of families, lineage group; brotherhood). It is argued therefore, that Do-Qaumi Nazria could also be conceptualized as “two Biradari theory”, apart from the rigorous sense of two modern nation-states.

\(^90\) Alavi, Kinship in west Punjab villages.
communities. He said: “it would be like a game of dice in which one man had four dice and the other only one”. It was his response to a Congress’ president Badruddin Tayabji’s letter. Interestingly, Tayabji was also a Muslim who requested Syed Ahmad Khan to support Congress’ cause. However, a discourse analysis of Syed’s speeches reveals that he conceptualized *Qaum* according to its indigenous meanings explained above i.e. *Biradari*. He neither conceived this concept in the rigorous sense of a modern nation-state, nor did he use the word *Qaum* to claim a non-Indian Muslim identity and demanding a separate state.

In fact, these modern western concepts of the nation, nationalism, state, and communalism were quite unfamiliar in the Indian Subcontinent up till the late nineteenth century – and ideally these foreign concepts were to be digested by the local people after situating them along with their indigenous and mundane concepts. Devji and Lelyveld support this argument by saying that Syed Ahmad Khan was against the country wide Muslim organizations and he never mentioned Muslim solidarity across the borders, and even disapproved of Muslim Ottoman Caliphate’s claim for being commander of the faithful throughout the world. In his famous speech made in 1883, Syed categorically and metaphorically said that India is a “home” to the Muslims as it is for the Hindus:

“Just as the high caste Hindus came and settled down in this land once, forgot where their earlier home was and considered India to be their own country, the Muslims also did exactly the same thing – they also left their climes hundreds of years ago and they also regard this land of India as their very own”.

On 27 January 1884, while addressing to a reception in his honour, Sir Syed spoke to the people of Gurdaspur and presented the idea of a secular Hindustani nationalism while opposing the territorial nationalism in the following words:

‘We must have heard and read in the history and history books, and, still we see that the word “qaum” applies on the people living in one country. Different people living in Afghanistan are said to be one “qaum”. Similarly, different type of people living in Iran are called “Irani”. O’ Hindu and Muslim! Are you people living in any else country than Hindustan? Are you not buried in the soil of this country or cremated on the cremated grounds of this country? The Mussalman or Christian who live in this country comprise one qaum (nation) in this respect.’

He refused to accept the idea that different religious communities in India belong to different

*Qaums* and referred to all the religious groups as one broader family-group; the *Qaum.*

On 2nd February 1884 in Lahore, Sir Syed had a meeting with a Hindu delegation led by Lala Singh Lal, which also included secretary Hindu Sabha Lala Ram Krishan and secretary Arya-

Samaj Lala Jeevan Das. Sir Syed thanked the delegation and said:

‘The word “Hindu” which you use is not correct according to my opinion because it is not the name of any religion. Every person living in Hindustan can claim to be a Hindu.

I am extremely sorry that you do not consider me as a “Hindu” despite the fact that I live in Hindustan. You must know that how important it is for the progress of Hindustan that Religiously Hindus and Muslims should work together. Sahibo! (Respected people) The time is gone when people could be considered separate nations on the basis of religion only’.

Here, Syed Ahmad Khan had opposed the notion of a territorial nation-state based upon difference of religions. He even said that everyone who lives in the Indian territory was a
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“Hindu” regardless of his personal religious faith. He defined “Hindu” as a person living in Hindustan (India).

One could surmise that tracing of their racial roots to a wider Muslim world could partly be a source of prestige for the Muslims, but the source-domain to conceptualize themselves as a different nation (or Qaum) was deeply imbedded in its indigenous sense of a lineage group.

Syed Ahmad did not present Muslims and Hindus as two distinct nations, but as two communities destined to work together to build “one” Indian nation. It explains that the ideology presented by him did not bear even the minute traces of separatism or nationalism based upon religion. It was aimed at demanding a balance of electoral representation between both communities. In his 1883 speech, he stressed again:

“… my Hindu brethren and Muslim co-religionists breathe the same air, drink the water of the sacred Ganga and the Jamuna, eat the products of the earth which God has given to this country, live and die together (…) I say with conviction that if we were to disregard for a moment our conception of Godhead, then in all matters of everyday life the Hindus and Muslims really belong to one nation (Qaum) …. I have always said that our land of India is like a newly wedded bride whose two beautiful and luminous eyes are the Hindus and the Musalmans; if the two exist in mutual concord the bride will remain for ever resplendent and becoming, while if they make up their mind to see in different directions the bride is bound to become squinted and even partially blind.

Here, Syed Ahmad Khan used the bride-as-nation metaphor to conceptualize the future Indian nation to whom both Hindus and Muslims were equally important and responsible for maintaining her beauty and charm. Furthermore, in the following speech, he explained how both communities had produced a mixed culture and language after living together for centuries, which was no less than blood relations. Again, the language used by him is densely

97 Shan Muhammad, ed., Writings and Speeches of Syed Ahmad Khan (Bombay, Nachiketa Publications, 1972), 160.
familistic. He pointed out that even the Urdu language associated only with Muslims was born in India.

A year later in 1884, he declared that: “Do not forget that Hindus and Muslim are words of religious significance otherwise Hindus, Musalmans and Christians who live in this country form one nation (qaum) regardless of their faith.” He also said that Hindus and Muslim mingled their blood and gave rise to a new culture made of both: “the blood of both have changed, the colour of both have become similar (...) we mixed with each other so much that we produced a new language – Urdu, which was neither our language, nor theirs”.

It can be ascertained that the two-Nations ideology put forward by one of the top political/nationalist ideologues such as Sir Syed Ahmad Khan had conceptualized the future position of Muslim community in terms of a separate family branch within a wider Indian family-domain: A Muslim Biradari to live side by side with a Hindu Biradari in the grand Hindustani Biradari. Even to date, the term “Qaum” is used to identify peoples’ Biradari in Pakistan. In official records, for example, a Pakistani national is registered as Mr. X [Religion: Islam/Christianity/Hindu or Sikh; Qaum: Rajput/Jat or Arayeen (one’s lineage or Biradari)]. The term Qaum is also replaceable with peoples’ Jati in India.

**Significance of the term “Batwara”**

An overwhelming number of people across much of the Indian Subcontinent remember the event of partition as Vibhajan or Batwara rather than freedom (Azadi). They do not assume the tragic incident of partition just as the creation of two nation-states, but the meanings and
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99 Muhammad, *Writings and Speeches of Syed Ahmad Khan*, 266.
100 Ibid., 160.
101 The Indian term Jati has its equivalent in Urdu language as Biradari and Zat. The terms Zat and Biradari are more common in Pakistani setting. Usually, in Hindi language, the sound of Urdu words with Zzzz are replaced by Jjjj; so, the terms Zat and Jat or Jati are just a matter of pronunciation. By saying Jati, I do not mean caste-system or Varna (literally, ‘colour’) in Hinduism; the four sweeping social/traditional categories i.e. Brahmin, Ksatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra. The institution of Biradari or Jati is second only to the extended family, as a pervasive social dimensions of identity; a group of families with a common descendant.
feelings they attach to this tragedy can be imagined by a single word i.e. ‘Batwara’. Batwara is an indigenous term used across the borders to describe the event of “parting ways” between blood brothers or cousins after the distribution of their ancestral property – that usually creates bad blood among kin relations and engage them in a sort of an intimate rivalry full of emotions, resentment, repentance and competition of prestige. Surprisingly, people still use the metaphor of Batwara (consciously or unconsciously) to conceptualize India-Pakistan partition as if it were a divide between fraternal family members. The term Vibhajan also carries the similar meanings i.e. fragmentation or segmentation of a kinship or lineage group.

Arguably, an academic investigation remains incomplete if it translates local terms in other languages without considering their contextual sense – as the meanings and the fantasies people attach to different words in different cultures can be crucial while examining them in the political discourse. On that account, the literal translation of the term “Batwara” as “partition of British India” into two nation-states cannot give outsiders the exact intensity and the familial character this term carries. The indigenous images of harmonious family, painful split, asset distribution and emotional rivalry, attached to the term Batwara can open new vistas for understanding India-Pakistan relations in terms of a “parting of ways” between two family branches. The use of this term explains how emotionally people on both sides are concerned about Partition and their post-Partition relations. The metaphorical understanding of Partition as Batwara still produces familistic images into peoples’ minds and informs their future political trajectory against each other.

The Implications of Conceptualizing Nation as Family

In inter-national relations, nation-as-family metaphor is always conceptualized while dealing with other nations. For its emotional impact and inferential effects, the source domain of family
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is almost certainly the most powerful for modelling the nation.\textsuperscript{104} The nation-as-family metaphor acts as a cognitive bridge connecting individual’s family-level intimate experiences of membership and authority to abstract national-level politics.\textsuperscript{105} This metaphor is utilized around the world in different languages; commonly used by politicians and plays an important role during political cognition.\textsuperscript{106} Hence, the citizenship is commonly construed in terms of family membership e.g. a member of Pakistani, Indian or American family.\textsuperscript{107} The citizens are also referred to as family children e.g. the term \textit{Qaum ke sapoot} is used in Pakistan which means “sons of the nation”. Also, the state-land is conceptualized as a home: the German “\textit{Vaterland}” (literally: father land), Russian “\textit{Mat Rossiya}” (literally: mother Russia), and Indian “\textit{Bharat Mata}” (literally mother India) are a few of many examples.

On the same pattern, political leaders across the world are viewed to be the head of the national family. The very concept of the “founding fathers” is also derived from the institution of family. So, the leaders are bestowed upon the indigenous labels reserved for senior family members, such as elder brother/sister or father/mother. German chancellor Angela Merkel is called “\textit{Mutti Merkel}” (literally: mom Markel). Recently, Donald Trump has been dubbed as “\textit{Big daddy Trump}”.\textsuperscript{108} Similarly, Mr. Gandhi was literally called \textit{Bapu} (the father), while Jawaharlal Nehru was named as \textit{Chacha} Nehru.\textsuperscript{109} Nehru was given the kin-label of “\textit{Chacha}” for being younger to Gandhi, which literally means “Father’s younger brother”. It explains how deeply the familial terms are rooted in the Subcontinental politics.

The metaphor of family is recalled to memory especially when a national level group undergoes a fissure, as it was in the case of Hindu-Muslim conflict – an argument supported by the usage

\textsuperscript{104} Hogan, \textit{Understanding the Nationalism}, 154.
\textsuperscript{105} Lakoff, \textit{Moral politics}.
\textsuperscript{107} See Lieven, \textit{A Hard Country} for a detailed discussion. The author argues how Pakistani people conceptualize their nation-state in terms of a large \textit{Biradari} (lineage group) and situate it within other nation-states by perceiving them as the other \textit{Biradaris} in the world..
\textsuperscript{108} Retrieved at: https://www.opendemocracy.net/esther-rapoport/trump-as-uncastrated-primal-father
\textsuperscript{109} Sailaja Krishnamurti, ”Uncles of the Nation: Avuncular Masculinity in Partition-era Politics.” \textit{South Asian History and Culture} 5, no. 4 (2014): 1-17.
of densely familistic language by mainstream leaders. The majority party led by Gandhi made use of familial terms such as “brothers” and “united-family” to keep the integrity of Indian union intact and to avoid partition. India has always been analogized as a mother land (*Bharat Mata*) and referred to as “she”. A famous Indian writer, poet and journalist Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay personified India as mother Goddess and this metaphor inspired millions in the Asian Subcontinent during the colonial period. He writes:

“The mother that used to be, that is now, and that will be. Worship mother India, for we are all, offspring of one mother…brothers all”.

I argue that although the metaphors such as mother-India and brothers-from-same-mother (for Muslims) used by the Congress leaders can be justified as their sincere efforts to dilute the Muslim separatist tendency, this metaphorical conception of mother-child relations impacted upon the development of a deeply wounded psyche of neglected children among the Muslims. The Muslim population, by using the same familial lens, had developed a feel that the Hindus had self-proclaimed the status of the eldest children of mother India just because of their numerical majority. This provides us with an alternative view of understanding of how the Muslims adopted an entirely different political path and developed so intense a competitive urge against their Hindu siblings (metaphorically speaking). One could also construe that such minority groups tend to leave the home-state and may start a sibling rivalry after acquiring a new home-state.

Sadly, conceptualizing populations or nations in terms of intimate familial relations can also bring incalculable violence when such groups part ways. This partly explains the acts of brutality committed by Hindu-Muslim communities at the time of Partition, because both were conceptualizing their own future nation in terms of “mother”. Such a conceptualization brought
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terrible misfortunes in a region where mothers are worshipped as goddesses, and violence can be legitimized and even glorified in the name of defending one’s mother.\textsuperscript{111} In fact, the separation of north western parts into another state of Pakistan was regarded by many Indians as amputation of their mother’s limbs. Mr. Gandhi’s oft-used metaphor for Partition “slicing of a baby into two halves” is also contextual as Gandhi considered both communities as his children. However, the Muslims had begun to feel that Gandhi had softer corner for his real sons (the Hindus) and started conceptualizing him as a stepfather.\textsuperscript{112}

\textit{Two-Nations Ideology after Partition: Nations-as-Cousins Conceptualization}

Viewing through the familial prism created in this article, the pre-partition Hindu-Muslim conflict can be viewed as a wrestling between both communities to win over the Indian family-headship and resources after the British departure. However, as per local family dynamics, peoples’ inability to live peacefully as one unit leads to a separation between family branches. After they split, these branches usually develop grievances against each other for being wronged in terms of distribution of assets. Similarly, many Pakistanis conceptualize themselves in terms of Jinnah’s sons, who was wronged by Gandhi and Nehru. On the same conceptualizing pattern, the majority of Indians regard Gandhi and Nehru as father-figures and believe that Jinnah is the villain responsible for the partition of Indian family. Such a metaphorical conceptualization makes both nations fictive cousins and engage them in a revenge-seeking competition to right the wrong done to their respective fathers. On that account, the Kashmir Conflict has acquired the status of an ancestral property dispute between both nations – never to be given up by either party as per indigenous norms associated with the inheritance disputes.


When there is a family split, the integrity or oneness of family shatters and parting family members strive hard to get their own identity; an identity that must be different from the previous one. Similarly, the separatist groups always try to establish their own “distinct” identity, an identity that could not associate them with the groups they sought partition from. Therefore, such groups always focus on the minute differences that could prove them entirely different from the other groups. On that account, certain Muslim groups behaved in the same manner when they felt that they were being made to leave the united Indian family. By all accounts, both communities were quite similar to each other – therefore, the “religion” factor came to surface with much intensity between both the groups as it was among a very few dissimilar elements between them. For both the infant nations, it was only by embracing the totality of religion that they could escape the burden of their shared past. Therefore, they tried to adopt every possible identity after Partition that could prove them different from each other.

The conceptual framework of family-rivalry allows us to analyse the behaviour of both states in terms of a prestige-competition between two individuals or persons. It would not be out of context to mention here that “Nation as a person” is also a very popular metaphor in international relations. Thereupon, India conceptualizes itself as a “big” brother in the region – a stance strengthened by his massive numerical, economic, and military strength. However, such an Indian claim is persistently challenged by Pakistan as he also conceptualizes himself in familial terms – a younger brother who was robbed of his wishful right in the united Indian family. The rejection of such an Indian claim also owes to Pakistani resentment over Indian inability to fulfil the indigenous responsibilities associated with the character of a big brother; such as an extension of care, sacrifice, and nurturance to younger ones. On the other hand,
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India perceives Pakistan as a disobedient younger sibling who brought bad name to the family by disintegrating its unity.

By means of similar theoretical considerations found in this article, the Punjab province in Pakistan can also be examined in terms of a self-proclaimed big brother representing Pakistani family – a status earned due to its numeric superiority and the overwhelming presence in Pakistani parliament and military. Now, as per indigenous responsibilities associated with the role of an eldest son, Punjab-Pakistan believes it as his duty to settle scores with India on the behalf of entire Pakistani family.\textsuperscript{115} Interestingly, it is akin to the leading role once claimed by Hindu majority in the British India.

\textbf{Conclusion}

This article does not claim that a psycho-cultural paradigm is the only method capable of analysing two-Nations theory in its entirety. However, given the specific socio-psychological and cultural milieu of the Asian Subcontinent, this approach presents an alternative and original account of how to examine the emotional components of this political ideology causing an unending rivalry between both nations. Such a paradigm shift not only contributes to the historiography of the Indian Subcontinent, but it can also break new theoretical grounds for further investigation in the fields of conflict studies and emotions in International Relations – by inquiring into \textit{how} the political and conflict ideologies can be influenced by the most basic and emotional institutions in a specific society. The dominant family models may produce certain moral systems, which can directly inform individual actors’ worldview; effecting their political choices.

The criss-crossing of kinship groups in the Indian Subcontinent bind Hindus and Muslims in a large network of extended families. One can easily find Muslims who trace their lineages with

\textsuperscript{115}This argument is endorsed by Lieven, \textit{Pakistan; a hard country}, from a different perspective. He argues that Punjabis consider themselves superior to other groups in Pakistan, thus self-assumed the status of the guardian of the state. They think of themselves in terms of a competitor to Indian state itself.
Lord Rama, and there are many common castes within both communities. Moreover, people in the Indian Subcontinent tend to establish family relations with their neighbours by using kin labels. They even use the metaphor of *Sanjhi Kndh* (common wall) to express their intimate bonds with their neighbours. Even the leaders representing the hard-line Hindu organizations such as Hindu Mahasabha used the metaphor of “common wall” to recall the history of unity between both communities.\(^{116}\) The intimate bonds developed through the nearness of daily life also tied different religious communities of British India into a fictive kinship structure before they underwent partition in 1947.

One can easily find overlap between Hindu-Muslim relations to that of family relations in the Subcontinent. It is not to assert that both groups always lived peacefully without having any religious clashes. In fact, even after centuries of the assimilation of Muslims into Indian territory and conversion of local Hindus to Islam, the factors of “original inhabitants” and “prior occupation of territory” kept on playing their roles in constructing their mutual relations. But it is also true that the phenomenon of prior occupation, itself, stems from the ranks of families,\(^{117}\) So, their inter-communal relations were always a mere reflection of the hostility expressed in the interfamilial relations in the Indian Subcontinent.

This article has reconceptualized the two-Nations theory – a theory that has conventionally explained the Hindu-Muslim split and their ongoing conflicts by considering them as two distinct nations purely on their ethno-religious and civilizational divergence. This article has focused on the socio-cognitive components of this political cum conflict ideology for impacting the construction, articulation, transmission, and mobilizational process of this ideology. Therefore, using the theoretical mechanism of conceptual-mapping that explains how people

\(^{116}\) Madan Mohan Malaviya’s speech at Uttar Pardesh’s Hindu Sabha Conference, 18 April 1936, Cited in Misra, A Narrative of Communal Politics, 294.

make sense of difficult political situations in terms of easier and mundane ideas, this article finds that the indigenous institution of joint-family influences peoples’ political choices in conflict situations. The perceptions, concepts, and beliefs learned inside this most emotionally powerful institution are mapped onto the way the local people conceptualize their self, group, national and international identities. Hence, the political ideology developed during Hindu-Muslim conflict, engaged disputants in an unending rivalry full of emotions. The findings of this article help us to understand the emotionally-charged atmosphere between both nations from a fresh perspective; other than the typical explanations holding tragic mass murders at the time of Partition as the only reason behind their continued conflict. These findings can also explain that the ruthless violence involved in the Partition incidents, itself, was an outcome of conceptualizing the future nations by people in terms of familial metaphors.

This article also concludes that the majoritarian status was not the only reason behind Hindu community’s desire to control the future setup of united India, but such claims over the ownership of India were based on being there first; for being more indigenous than their Muslim counterparts – as explained by Erikson, such conceptual mapping is derived from the rivalry between older and younger siblings.118 Therefore, near the British departure, the Hindus, the original inhabitants or prior occupants; the older siblings – claimed their natural right of power (family-headship) for being Dharti Ma ke sapoot (sons of the soil). The Muslims were referred to as Lutery (the invaders) by ignoring the fact that mostly Muslims were also the original inhabitants of the soil. Thus, the Muslims’ demands for an equal status at par with their senior Hindu siblings were met with refusal for being the immigrants and the younger siblings. Whenever prior ownership is contested by a claim to equality, the contradiction is not easily reconciled either in systems of child rearing or in political systems.119 Therefore, the

118 Erikson, Childhood and Society, 412.
119 Ibid.
emotional characteristics associated with the local family conflicts also surfaced and reflected in the political discourse.

Now, Pakistan presumes himself as a wronged brother/cousin of India; a victim nation. As per Pakistani conceptualization, India is the villain state who wronged Pakistan at the time of partition and occupied Kashmir by trickery. The triangle of Nehru, Mountbatten, and his wife Edwina is often quoted to sensationalize the story. Accordingly therefore, Pakistan must act heroically to take its ancestral land back from India. It will settle scores with India and bring psychological and moral victory to Pakistanis. However, from an Indian perspective, India should be respected as a big brother by all the South Asian states including Pakistan. Indians conceptualize Pakistan as a mischievous child in the Subcontinental family who first caused breech in family unity and who is now disturbing the regional peace and should be punished accordingly.

120 See Akbar, Jinnah, Pakistan and Islamic Identity.